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STUDENT SUCCESS ACCORDING TO WHOM?
A BLACK AESTHETICS- INFORMED CRITICAL MULTIMODAL DISCOURSE ANALYSIS

by
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Under the Direction of Dr. Joyce E. King

ABSTRACT
This research aims to identify what and how a university recognized for its success in educating
Black students communicates to Black undergraduate students about student success, Blackness
and Being by identifying and analyzing the visual discourse of student success policies and practices in this higher education setting. This study was framed theoretically within the Black Intellectual Tradition, using black aesthetics, a theoretical framework that provides the concepts and
language (black fungibility, black (in)visibility, Blackness, and Being) to describe Black students’ meaning-making process. Building on existing student success research, policy, and practice, this study seeks to expand this knowledge base by asking: 1) How do Black undergraduate
students at Georgia State University make meaning of how Blackness and Being function within

the institution’s student success discourse, policy, and practices? 2) How do Blackness and Being function aesthetically within the student success discourse, policies, and practices of Georgia
State University, a university branded for its success in educating Black students? 3) How do
Blackness and Being function within Black undergraduate students’ definitions of student success at Georgia State University? This study employed two methodologies: Participatory Visual
Methods and Critical Multimodal Discourse Analysis (CMDA). The data was composed of
found images on the Georgia State University website and participatory assignments embedded
within a gate-keeping education course (EDUC 2110), taught by the researcher, that produced
intertextual student data from selected class assignments. The findings of this Black Aesthetics
CMDA illuminated a role for student voice as well as the potential usefulness of a Black Aesthetic Policy Analysis in examining the impacts of what policies and practices communicate visually.
INDEX WORDS: student success, black aesthetics, black education, policy, critical discourse
analysis, higher education, black studies
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1 The Problem

Figure 1. GSU Student Success Ads at Atlanta International Airport 2020

I walked up to the terminal train in the airport thinking about my upcoming flight, and
suddenly out of the corner of my eye I saw an ad for Georgia State University. I began to read
the floor-to-ceiling ad and immediately thought I needed to capture not only the content but also
my own personal experience about the ever-present sentiment of Georgia State University’s reputation of graduating Black undergraduate students via their branding of student success. Greeting travelers at one of the most traveled international airports in the world, one of the images
proclaimed the proof of the university’s status as, “the national model for student success!” In
my role as student, teacher, and employee, I encountered this same kind of rhetoric. As a graduate student walking the Georgia State University campus and the surrounding community, I had
the realization that the images that the university used in their branding did not reflect the realities of the spaces they represented. For example, pictures of the library used in the university’s
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marketing materials depicted a universe where no Black students used the library, while my five
years of experience had never produced an instance where Black students were absent from that
space. So, what could be the explanation for why the images, that I argue are intentionally chosen to depict the campus, did not actually reflect the reality of my experience as a Black student
on campus. Indeed, Georgia State University was a perfect setting for the issue that was the focus
of my dissertation. I felt compelled to 1) examine what these dimensions of Blackness and Being
mean to Black students with respect to student success, 2) investigate what, if anything, Georgia
State University’s student success policies and practices communicate visually to Black students
about Blackness and Being, and 3) how or whether the institutional definitions align with Black
undergraduate students’ definitions of student success.
As evidenced by educational debates between scholars Booker T. Washington and
W.E.B. DuBois at the turn of the 20th Century, the kind of education that Black people need and
deserve has been an integral contributor to defining success for Black communities. This practice
of grappling with the “kind” of education Black people needed is presented again in Carter G.
Woodson’s Miseducation of the Negro (1933). Woodson assessed what he characterized as the
problematic reality of higher education at the time stating:
It may be of no importance to the race to be able to boast today of many times as many
“educated” members as it had in 1865. If they are of the wrong kind, the increase in the
numbers will be a disadvantage rather than an advantage… (Woodson, 1933, p. viii).

This question about the right kind of education for Black students arguably connects to presentday conceptions of student success concerning Black students’ experiences within higher education and the needs of the Black community. Black liberation movements often had and continue
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to have education as a tenet implying that education (formal or informal) and success are inextricably linked to conceptions of success. To understand student success in relation to Black undergraduate students at Georgia State University it is important to acknowledge not only the history
but also to understand how Black students are currently defining their success within higher education. If the institution does not know what Black undergraduate students consider as success,
they cannot claim to be a leader in student success and a model for other colleges and universities.
Although some academic research has characterized Black students as not wanting to
learn, resisting, or devaluing education (Fordham & Ogbu, 1986), multiple studies demonstrate
the opposite. They suggest instead that Black students exemplify perseverance and determination
(Cokely, 2003; Rawlston-Wilson, Saavedra, & Chauhan, 2014; Shapiro, Dundar, Huie,
Wakhungu, Bhimdiwala, & Wilson, 2018). Even when Black students are not achieving academically at levels on par with their White and Asian peers, they are more likely to continue to persevere toward attaining their post-secondary education goals (Ciocca Eller & DiPrete, 2018). This
suggests that Black students care about student success and are dedicated to achieving success
that is aligned with how they understand student success.
This study set out to understand how Blackness and Being function within policies and
practices in relation to student success. The Movement for Black Lives and the disproportionate
impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on Black communities highlighted how Blackness and Being
continually and inherently function within the policies that we encounter daily. As a Black graduate student at Georgia State University, I questioned how the aesthetics of Blackness and Being
function within student success policies and practices, and how that impacts Black undergraduate
students attending the school. As the university becomes well-known for its aesthetic branding of
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student success policies and practices, it is imperative that colleges and universities understand
and acknowledge both affect and effect on Black students. The images that are deployed as
branding are not generic but specific (semiotic) choices that the school is making to create a visual discourse around student success. As a result, there are implications for how these images
communicate the value and role of Blackness and Being and how success is defined for Black
students.
Purpose
This research identifies what and how a university recognized for its success in educating Black students communicates to Black undergraduate students about student success, Blackness, and Being by identifying and analyzing the visual discourse of student success policies and
practices in this higher education setting. Given the neoliberal rationale (Giroux, 2014; Lipman,
2011; Dumas, 2016) shaping higher education policies and practices, and Black perspectives on
higher education, Blackness and Being, a Black aesthetics critique of the evolution of visual
communication and language in various forms, is essential to studying the meaning-making process in which Black undergraduate students are engaged. The development of social media over
the last 10-15 years has fundamentally changed communication in the public sphere (Chadwick,
2006). As this development in communication continues to evolve, so does the desire and necessity for governmental institutions, like state colleges and universities, to communicate using
multimodal forms of language. In this same vein, Pink (2007) describes this type of language or
ways of communicating using media as intertextual meaning. In other words, the meanings of
one image or text are dependent on the meanings of other texts and images.
As Pink (2007) observes, because all text is intertextual, we cannot separate some visual
images from the text or the communication of this discourse around student success policies and
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practices from the other policies and practices within the institution. Secondly, understanding
what this discourse communicates about Blackness and Being not only for the institution but,
more importantly, for Black students, will contribute to a critical understanding of what and
how the existing discourse communicates regarding student success and Black students’ place
within this institutional priority. Third, inquiring what possible connections might exist between the institution and the Black undergraduate students’ definitions of student success in relation to Blackness and Being.
The policy implications for this study include, but are not limited to, expanding institutional knowledge and relevance of student-defined student success, the development of an approach for a Black aesthetics Policy Analysis that incorporates Black scholarship and community
perspectives, and a shift in how student success policies and practices are conceived and implemented at the institutional, state, and national levels. As Morris and Monroe (2009) suggest,
“Georgia, in particular, provides an example of how social dynamics operate to place Black communities in a range of circumstances that influence Black students’ academic outcomes” (p. 28)
thereby making Georgia State University an ideal setting for examining and critiquing student
success. In expanding the institutional knowledge and relevance of student-defined student success this study contributes to the knowledge and study of the aesthetics of policies and practices
within higher education. Given the lack of research on the aesthetics of higher education policies
and practices, this study may encourage more research in this area. A Black Aesthetic-informed
method of critical policy analysis could provide a new method for the study the aesthetic work of
policies as well as a mode of critical analysis that incorporates Blackness and Being into the examination and critique of higher education policies and practices. Through the expansion of
knowledge, research, and methods, there may also be opportunities to influence the process of
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developing and implementing policies that acknowledge the function of Blackness and Being as
an element of policies and practices within higher education.
Two critical methodologies, Participatory Visual Methods, and Critical Multimodal Discourse Analysis (both a methodology and method of analysis) framed this research study.
This dissertation investigated Black undergraduate students’ definitions of student success—
what it means as they define it and the role their meaning-making plays in helping them graduate
from college with the “kind” of education they need to live their definition of success. This dissertation also investigated how conceptions of Blackness and Being function in student success
policies and practices through visual modes of communication, as scholarship in the emerging
field of Black aesthetics theorizes these concepts.
Research Questions
The questions that guided this study are:
1. How do Black undergraduate students at Georgia State University make meaning of how
Blackness and Being function within the institution’s student success discourse, policy, and practices?
2. How do Blackness and Being function aesthetically within the student success discourse, policies, and practices of Georgia State University, a university branded for its success in educating
Black students?
3. How do Blackness and Being function within Black undergraduate students’ definitions of
student success at Georgia State University?
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Significance of the Study
The intention of this study is to expand the student success knowledge base informed
by Black theoretical, aesthetic, and community ways of knowing. Thus, this research investigated how Black undergraduate students made meaning of Blackness and Being in visual representations of student success policies, practices, and institutional discourses using intertextual
data collected from the school website, campus tours, strategic planning documents, researcher
field notes, and student-generated data collected from class assignments.
Influenced by the neoliberal rationale that has taken hold in higher education, student
success, which has been and continues to be a priority of many colleges and universities, most
commonly takes the form of policies, practices, and outcomes related to student retention, graduation rates, and employability. In his book, Neoliberalism’s War on Higher Education, Giroux
(2014) argues that this neoliberal rationale has encouraged a retreat from the ethical considerations that should exist within higher education. The neoliberal rationale that Giroux (2014) is
referring to is the same logic that promotes the application of capitalistic concepts such as social
efficiency and economic Darwinism in the administration of schools at every level. Social efficiency reflects the decisions to teach the most students with the least effort, promote skills and
employability, and the perception of student choice (Ashwin, Abbas, & McLean, 2015). Giroux
argues that paired with social efficiency, economic Darwinism promotes a form of social amnesia that further removes us from thinking critically, analyzing, remembering history, and considering the role of systemic and structural modes of oppression. Citizenship then becomes inextricably linked to consumerism, the development of self-serving relationships, and individualism.
This, in turn, makes it increasingly difficult to call out systemic and structural forms of oppression thereby disenfranchising school systems to reclaim their agency. Instead of critical learning
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and thinking in schools, what we encounter is high stakes standardized testing, rote memorization, and less questioning of authority resulting in less civic engagement (Giroux, 2014). As
conservative education reformers prioritize and promote rhetoric that reduces the reach of faculty by demoting them to low-wage, temporary workers and making administration more powerful via the corporate-like structure, students are reduced to clients, and education is an afterthought (Giroux, 2014). All of these outcomes are results of the erosion of shared citizenship
and the privatization of freedom, which Giroux (2018, August 23) related to fascism in his interview on the “Sojourner Truth” radio program with host Margaret Prescod.
In addition to the neoliberal rationale shaping higher education policies and practices,
the evolution of media and language is essential to studying the meaning-making process in
which Black undergraduate students are engaged. Pink (2007) describes media as intertextual
meaning. In other words, the meanings of one image or text are inherently linked to the meanings of other texts and images. As media becomes an increasingly participatory culture, more
people are more likely to become producers of media. However, although participatory cultures
are more integrated into media than in the past, there are still power differentials with corporations or institutions exerting power over individuals or less powerful groups (Pascale, 2010).
The traditional positivist nature of the social science framework calls for researchers to seek objectivity and universal truths, but Pascale (2010) introduces intersubjectivity as a bridge allowing researchers to share understanding through empathy, bearing witness, and prioritizing meaningful social change.
Black aesthetics is a particular aspect of the Black Intellectual Tradition that I employed
in the study to illuminate the many ways that Blackness and Being have and continue to be theorized (or not). This study asks: do institutional policies and practices communicate something to
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Black students about dimensions of Black existential reality, and what meaning do Black students make regarding Blackness and Being with respect to student success? Taylor (2016) contextualizes Black aesthetics by first explaining how African American culture and the formation
of Blackness took shape. Taylor (2016) posits that African American culture was a cobbling together of the cultures encountered as enslaved Africans arrived on new shores, making it assembled rather than born. Evoking Hall’s (2005) conception of assembly, Taylor (2016) defines the
process as a refusal of any “definitive interpretation” (p. 2) but instead focuses on the contextual
factors that shape Blackness and are identified and explored. Similarly, Black aesthetics, as a
philosophical perspective, also connotes this process of assembly, which Taylor (2016) describes as the parts that contribute to the whole of Black expressive practice, which has no defined borders. Black aesthetics is a fitting lens for examining this visual communication as it
also critiques the neoliberal rationale that is now prevalent in discourses of higher education
policies.
In critiquing existing conceptualizations of student success discourse, policies and practices within higher education, this study aims to impact how institutions serving Black undergraduate students define student success and implement resulting policies and practices. As Minority Serving Institutions (MSIs) look to replace the diminishing state the funding due to the
economic recession (yet to be recovered) and society’s limited confidence in higher education,
there has been a push at state and federal levels to adopt performance-based funding models that
prioritize a specific definition of student success (Aborn & Cahill, 2020). In addition, the findings of this study could illuminate reasons student voice and experiences should be a more integral component of institutional definitions of student success and related policies and practices.
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Another academic contribution of this study could be the function of educational policy
and the impacts of what policies communicate. Regarding theoretical contributions, this work
provides the impetus for an approach to critical policy analysis that brings to the fore Blackness
and Being as part of the theoretical framework as well as method. As society becomes increasingly visual in the ways that we communicate ideologies as well as their related policies and
practices, it becomes increasingly important to consider the impact that visual communication
has within higher education as well. To make sense of this increasingly visual culture in ways
that incorporate Blackness and Being Afrofuturism may provide an approach and outlet that invites Blackness into counter futures narrated by Afrodiasporic people by challenging hegemonic
discourses promoted in higher education spaces (Eshun, 2003).
Glossary of Terms
Terms below are clarified regarding their use within the context of this study.
Aesthetics: Pedagogical theoretician, hooks (1995) defines Aesthetics as “more than a philosophy or theory of art and beauty; it is a way of inhabiting space, a particular location, a process of
looking and becoming” (hooks, 1995, p. 3).
Afrofuturism: Kodwo Eshun asserts (2003) “Afrofuturism is for recovering the histories of
counter-futures created in a century hostile to Afrodiasporic projection and as a space within
which the critical work of manufacturing tools capable of intervention within the current political
dispensation may be undertaken” (p. 301).
Afrofuturism 2.0: Afrofuturism 2.0 has evolved to a “contemporary expressions of Afrofuturism emerging in the areas of metaphysics, speculative philosophy, religion, visual studies, performance, art and philosophy of science or technology that are described as “2.0” by Anderson
and Jones (2016, p. xi)
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Anti-blackness: Dancy et al. (2018 refer to anti-blackness as “the settler colonialist use of Black
bodies as symbols, signifiers, and means to settle space and expand territories” at the expense of
the humanity of Black people ( p. 181).
Black aesthetics: Taylor defines Black aesthetics as “the practice of using art, criticism, or analysis to explore the role that expressive objects and practices play in creating and maintaining
black life-worlds” (Taylor, 2016, p. 12)
Black Fungibility: Black fungibility refers to Blackness as a commodity that can be broken into
parts and deemed interchangeable (Dancy et al., 2018).
Black (in)visibility: Taylor describes four forms of Black (in)visibility: 1) denial of presence, 2)
the denial of personhood, 3) the disregard of Black perspectives, and 4) the denial of Black plurality.
Blackness: Summers (2018) describes Blackness as an aesthetic “attached to Black bodies, but is
also present in objects, performances, language, etc., whose deployment is the result of a historically situated formation. Central to this argument is understanding Blackness as an aestheticized
social and cultural continuum” (2018, para. 11).
Blackness and Being: Sharpe (2016) describes Blackness and Being as an investigation of the
problem of “Black exclusion from social, political, and cultural belonging; our abjection from
the realm of the human” (p. 36).
Discourse: Discourse is “understood as the intersection of text and context” (Mayr, 2011 p.160).
Discourse is the way institutions seek to legitimize themselves and their power via the justifications they make about the institution’s actions and itself.
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Discourse Analysis: Rogers et al. (2016) describe discourse analysis as moving “beyond the
non-critical forms of discourse analysis beyond description and interpretation to explaining the
ins and outs of the meaning-making process” (p. 369).
Institution: An established organization dedicated to education, public service, or culture
(Mayr, 2011). This term is utilized specifically in regard to universities, colleges, and other traditional college settings.
Intertextual media: the meanings of one image or text are dependent on the meanings of other
texts and images (Pink, 2007).
Minority Serving Institution: MSIs are institutions of higher education that serve minority populations. These schools are inclusive of Historically Black Colleges and Universities, Hispanic
Serving Institutions, Tribal Colleges and Universities (indigenous students), and Asian American
and Pacific Islander Serving Institutions (Minority Serving Institutions Program, n.d.).
Multimodal Texts: Kress and van Leeuwen (1996) refer to multimodal texts as “any texts
whose meaning are realized through more than one semiotic code is multimodal” (p. 183).
Neoliberal Reform in Higher Education: As school reform has developed and evolved, motivation, as Giroux (2014) explains, has shifted to focus to accountability and performance as a
measure of success.
Photo Elicitation: a method of data collection using images, primarily photographs, to invoke
comments, discussion, or memory traditionally in the form of semi-structured interviews. In this
study, class discussions and written reflections in an education course replaced semi-structured
interviews (Banks, M., 2007).
Photovoice: A method of data collection that allows participants to “visually portray experiences
and share personal knowledge about particular issues that may be difficult to express with words
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alone” while helping researchers to start dialogues with participants about those experiences
(Nykiforuk, Vallianatos, , & Nieuwendyk, 2011).
Power: Defined in Gramscian terms, institutions work as coercive forces shaping the values and
actions of people even if contrary to their interests (Mayr, 2008). Fairclough (1992) defines
power in two parts: 1) as “asymmetries between participants in discourse events and 2) as an imbalance of power when “texts are produced, distributed and consumed in particular sociocultural
contexts” (pp. 1-2).
Student Success: Refers to the institutional definitions shaped by enrollment, retention, graduation rates and preparation for the job market. Within this study, student success also refers to
how Black undergraduate students make meaning and visually represent their perspectives regarding what success in college means to them, their families, and their communities, as well as
how Blackness and belonging/being function in higher education discourses.
Overview of the Study
As the first chapter provides a roadmap for the framework of this study, the second chapter will review the relevant literature that supports the framework summarized above. In addition, Chapter 2 also outlines the theoretical and conceptual frameworks and defines the methodologies that shape the study. The third chapter lays out the epistemological frame, how the methodologies will be applied, data collection strategies, sampling approach, and a detailed description of the methods of the analysis. Chapter four presents the findings that emerged from the
multi-level analysis using critical multimodal discourse analysis. The fifth chapter provides a detailed discussion of the results and offers concluding thoughts regarding the implications of the
findings, the Afrofuturism as a way forward, and new imaginings for the future research on and
implementation of student success policies and practices that center Blackness and Being.
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2 Review of The Literature
This chapter discusses literature related to student success policies and practices in higher
education, the student success of Black undergraduate students attending Minority-Serving Institutions, the higher education experiences of Black undergraduate students, and the narratives perpetuated about Black undergraduate students. The conceptual framework guiding this study
weaves together literature pertaining to Black aesthetics, Blackness and Being and Black radical
scholarship in higher education, rooted in the black intellectual tradition, neoliberal policies in
higher education; research centered on and the university's role. Finally, this chapter reviews literature related to the methodologies of critical multimodal discourse analysis.
Student Success in Higher Education
Student success policies and practices are typically part of enrollment management. Huddleston (2002) lays out the landscape of enrollment management as an organizational model operating as "an institution-wide process that embraces virtually every aspect of an institution's
function and culture" (Huddleston, 2002, p. 65). He presents seven areas that comprise most enrollment management offices in colleges and universities: institutional research and planning,
marketing, student orientation, admissions, advising, retention, and financial aid. These areas
contextualize how this office tends to fit into the overall landscape of higher education. I argue
that the approach that colleges and universities take to address issues related to enrollment management, depends on their demographics and their institutional definitions of student success.
To understand student success and the influence that it can have on students' retention in
postsecondary education, Millea, Wills, Elder, and Molina (2018) studied students' living situation (on-campus vs. commuter), attendance, demographics, average class size, and student academic achievement. The study revealed that the most significant indicators actually influencing
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retention and graduation were class size and the availability of assistance for overcoming financial obstacles and constraints (Millea et al., 2018). This issue was also taken up by the Association of American Colleges and Universities, which commissioned a series of reports promoting
the use of ten "high-impact practices" (Johnson & Stage, 2018, p. 754) that the reports claimed
would contribute toward "cultivating student learning and preparing students for future careers"
(Johnson & Stage, 2018, p. 754). The ten practices recommended for students are "first-year
seminars, core curricula, learning communities, writing-intensive courses, collaborative assignments, undergraduate research, diversity/global learning experiences, service learning, internships, and capstones or senior projects" (Johnson & Stage, 2018, p. 754). However, the study
found that eight of the ten practices had no impact on 4- or 6-year graduation rates.
Still, Eberle-Sudre, Welch, and Nichols (2015) found that gains in completion rates for
White students do not always equate to gains for underrepresented students. The authors cited a
need for higher education's "institutional leaders [to] look at their data, and the troublesome
trends, and engage faculty, staff, and students themselves in identifying ways to best support all
students toward success" (Eberle-Sudre et al., 2015, p. 8). While there is research that points to
the perspectives of faculty and staff regarding support (Taylor, 2020; Taylor, 2022; Williams et.
al., 2021), rarely is there research that incorporates students' input to inform policies at the institutional, state, or federal levels. This missing input from undergraduate students could provide
valuable insight into why those gains do not automatically translate into benefits for underrepresented students.
In addition to the dearth of research on undergraduate students' perspectives on retention
and success in postsecondary education, there is also limited research on what students' course
work can tell us about these issues. Little, Gearhart, Curry, and Kafka (2003) write that closer
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scrutiny of students' work in conversation with other educators can teach us more about teaching
and learning practices. Little et al. (2003) contend that by examining students' work more critically students are "more consistently and explicitly [brought] into deliberations among teachers"
(p. 192), which can tell researchers more about what students may contribute to education and by
extension inform educational policy.
Performance-based Funding Policies
Increasingly schools are resolving funding gaps by identifying new streams of income via
money generating initiatives and subscribing to performance-based metrics as guidelines for educational success. By doing so, they often secure financial solvency at the expense of their student
body and their commitment to the provision of a high-quality education. This commitment to
performance-based funding has shaped outcomes that indicate students are educated are degree
completion within 4-6 years and annual graduation rates. These established indicators of student
success rarely if ever refer to the quality of education that students are gaining or how the education they are receiving is contributing toward the students’ idea of success. In essence, the colleges acquiesce to the definition of success as determined by their funding arms, which stunts the
potential for a more comprehensive definition and approach to student success. This approach to
student success ultimately disadvantages the students as many may go into debt regardless of
whether their college going experience translates into tools that arm them to contribute to their
respective communities of origin, earn worthwhile degrees, or quality career prospects.
The funding of public colleges and universities is a topic that continues to resurface in
policy conversations amongst legislators, higher education administrators, and students as well
as their families. As Hillman (2016) explains, the assumption that paying for performance is simple logic has driven policymakers to invest in policy as ineffective as trickle-down economics.
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Hillman (2016) succinctly summarizes why this tactic is not fruitful by expressing how "using
outcomes as a management tool is difficult because public services are delivered through complex organizations where tasks are not routine and are inherently difficult to define and measure"
(Hillman, 2016, p. 2). He argues that capacity building and equity-based funding are more likely
to prove useful in garnering the desired results that policymakers and constituents are clamoring
for in higher education (Hillman, 2016). For schools that are experiencing significant graduation
gaps, the senior director for postsecondary education at the Center for American Progress, Ben
Miller, points out that institutions need to consider their ability to serve students they enroll well,
work to the best of their ability to ensure the graduation of those students, and if they cannot deliver on these commitments refuse to take their money (Waldman, 2015).
This language of accountability has long been applied to any social policy utilizing government funding to provide a public good. While schools are often thought of as offering a public good Boyles (2011) reminds us that assumption would be a mistake due to the longstanding
influence of private business over schooling in America. Still, McLendon and Hearn (2013) refer
to the "new accountability movement" as having taken the form of performance-based funding,
performance-budgeting, and performance-reporting within higher education. McLendon and
Hearn (2013) define performance-based funding as any state funding directly linked to performance on state-mandated indicators. The sharp cost-cutting applied to public institutions happens
through 1) performance-based funding strategies, 2) the personal profit and private interests of
neoliberalism, and 3) an omnipresent accountability that promotes austerity measures (Lipman,
2011; Giroux, 2002).
Historically, many colleges were granted state funding based on the number of enrolled,
full-time students at the beginning of each semester or quarter. This model provided incentives
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for colleges and universities to enroll several students, provide access to postsecondary education, and retain them through graduation. However, this model did not incentivize institutions to
help students to complete their chosen degree programs. As a result, students graduated but did
not earn the degree that they initially wanted to pursue. For example, students may enter with a
degree program in mind but if they do not perform to the standards required to retain funding (46 graduation timeline) students may be advised into majors that meet their graduation timeline.
In addition, enrollment-based funding policies created inequities in funding amongst institutions
as it allowed more selective schools to focus their funding on the most competitive students with
the best probability of graduating, leaving students who ranked lower in high school with limited
access to financial aid funding (Burd, 2015). There is less flexibility for schools operating under
this structure to (re)define student success from an institutional perspective since state funding
defines and therefore dictates how it emerges.
As funding policies such as performance-based funding continue to shape the landscape
of higher education, what has been described as venture philanthropy has emerged, contributing
to neoliberal urban restructuring, promoting entrepreneurial culture, and injecting "corporate
strategies and discourses" (Lipman, 2013 p.75). Philanthropic funders in this category use funding as a method for controlling education agendas as part of the shadow state, operating outside
of the realm of accountability but standing in as "self-appointed political actors" (Lipman, 2013,
p. 101).
Black Undergraduate Students
Enrollment rates for college students have increased overall between 2000 and 2016.
However, the enrollment rates for Black students were 36% in 2016 and remain lower than their
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White counterparts, which were 42% (McFarland et. al., 2017). The National Student Clearinghouse (Shapiro et al., 2018) reports that "nearly 72 % of White students finish a four-year degree
within six years, compared to...46% of Black students [,] but 72% of Black students are going
into debt to pay for college in comparison to 56% of White students" (Shapiro et al., 2018, p.
31).
The demographics of Black students tend to differ from their White counterparts concerning their dependent vs. independent student status. 65% of Black students are classified as financially independent, which means they are attending school, but must often balance the responsibilities of work and family in addition to their academic obligations (Rawlston-Wilson et al.,
2014). This dynamic determines how many credit hours students can take, what institutions they
attend, and ultimately whether they complete their degree programs (Rawlston-Wilson et al.,
2014). Much like their status as independent students, the number of credit hours students enroll
in are often linked to outcomes such as graduation and retention, which has traditionally determined access to financial aid resources. As outlined in the National Urban League report "From
Access to Completion," although Black students are more likely than other groups to have an expected family contribution of $0 and qualify for Pell Grants, only 14% of these students receive
the total amount of aid that they are eligible for due to their part-time enrollment status
(Rawlston-Wilson et al., 2014). While Black students are looking to postsecondary education as
an opportunity to improve their future, it seems that their advisors do not share the benefits of a
full-time enrollment status as it relates to their potential debt burden and the likelihood of their
retention and eventual graduation (Rawlston-Wilson et al., 2014).
Black Student Success
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While graduation rates do not automatically equate to gains for all students, some pedagogical practices and policies have contributed to the success of Black students. Scholars within
higher education have studied the effects that culturally empowering spaces and curriculum can
have on Black students' motivation, attrition, and graduation rates (Chapman-Hilliard, Beasley,
McClain, Cokley, Nioplias, & Taylor, 2016). In his study on the motivation of African American
students, Cokely (2003) found that Black students attending Predominantly White College and
Universities (PWCUs) may have lower grade point averages, but they have an academic selfconcept, self-esteem, and academic motivation comparable to that of their White peers. Although
these concepts offer insight that is crucial to understanding how Black undergraduate students
experience college concerning indicators commonly associated with student success, a review of
relevant research literature suggests that it is rare that these students are asked how they define or
envision the concept of student success for themselves or how they interpret the institutional definitions of student success.
We imagine schools as communities but many of the educational policy debates and controversies over the last half-century have revolved around how conflicting conceptions of community within schools takes shape (Dorn, Shircliffe, and Cobb-Roberts, 2006). Rhee (2013) describes neoliberalism as a function of a "racialized project that shapes and reshapes racial subjects" (p. 562), thereby contributing to racial formation and racism within educational contexts.
Along the same lines, Baldridge (2017) argues that this neoliberal rhetoric promotes the highly
valued individualism feeding the myths of meritocracy and contributes to "deficit-centered and
damage-oriented" perspectives of Black youth in education (p. 788).
Scholars have depicted the Black experience in school settings as vacillating between
hope or opportunity and exploitation or isolation (Dancy, Edwards, & Davis, 2018; Harney &
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Moten, 2013; Kelly, 2018). Dancy et al. (2018) argue that U.S. higher education is a reflection of
its history of Black degradation and a legacy of settler colonialism continually maintained within
the current system. Within this framework, anti-blackness extends to black fungibility, "the settler colonialist use of Black bodies as symbols, signifiers, and means to settle space and expand
territories" (Dancy et al., 2018, p. 181). When the culture of learners is not represented within the
learning environment students can interpret that absence as a silencing that aims to negate their
lived experience (Fournillier et. al., 2013). McKittrick (Hudson, 2014) draws a connection to the
elements mentioned above of Black fungibility and the experiences of Black students in undergraduate classrooms. In a tweet, she wrote, "I've never glimpsed a safe teaching (and learning)
space. It is a White fantasy that harms" (Hudson, 2014, p. 237). Similar to Kelley's (2018) characterization of Black struggle in the university, McKittrick (Hudson, 2014) notes the irony of assuming that classrooms in which colonialism, homophobia, or sexism are taught can ever be safe
for the students who embody identities that are at odds with the policies and practices of schools.
Within higher education, both students and faculty from marginalized groups may find themselves unable to cultivate this hypothetically safe space. Instead, they often find themselves in a
system that replicates everything that has occurred previously rather than evolving toward equity
and justice-oriented outcomes for students (Hudson, 2014). McKittrick (Hudson, 2014) highlights how such curricular experiences also apply to the onslaught of visual images that these students and faculty are exposed to that represent the narrative of the institution.
Like the vast majority of college students, Black students tend to look to higher education
as a means toward financial and social mobility (Rawlston-Wilson et al., 2014). The literature on
Black students' academic success and retention shows that Black students encounter obstacles
ranging from lack of financial aid, isolation on campus, and adequate academic advising (Kelly,
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2018; Rawlston-Wilson et al., 2014). However, researchers have explored questions related to
student success within higher education and found Black students' motivation, the cultural relevance of courses, the role of black faculty, and abilities unrelated to GPA are a few of the contributors to their academic success (Cokely, 2003; Jones, Croft, & Longacre, 2017
Discourse
The policies and practices developed and implemented in the interest of student success
constitute institutional discourses within higher education. Mayr's (2008) book Language and
Power describes institutional discourses as the way organizations legitimize themselves and the
power they hold. The author describes how discourse acts to both justify the institutions’ actions
and its presence. Discourse then promotes ideologies, through power, that people without power
either internalize or resist. Mayr (2008) introduces what she defines as a 3-D view of power in
which issues are separate from policies and conflicts are latent rather than actual. Within this
conception of power, people who adopt the ideologies associated with a presented discourse divorce the policy from the issue it created and as a result, often act against their best interests.
Add one more sentence
Bateman and Wildfeuer (2014) developed a multimodal discourse theory, which applies
to visual artifacts, that is rooted in traditional linguistics scholarship and marries the study of semiotics and visual research. The theory and methodology that Bateman and Wildfeuer (2014) established responded to the contentious debate amongst linguistic and visual researchers regarding
the analysis of visual elements of discourse in conversation with text. They (Batman & Wildfeuer, 2014) argue that while "significant similarities between verbal and visual artifacts can be
located at the more abstract levels of discourse" (p. 181), there are fundamental differences between verbal and visual that must be accounted for in the methodological approach.
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Questions such as What is the job of the text? How is the text operating as part of the
discourse? What are the policies doing? are essential aspects of the institutional discourse investigated in this study. Fairclough (1995) speaks to the evolution of text, which includes cultural artifacts such as pictures, architecture, and music, as becoming increasingly multi-semiotic. Bearne
(2003) posits that no text is constructed in isolation from the social, cultural, economic, or political
context where they originate. As a result, the meaning derived from it is intertextual. She describes
the shift in communication styles and meaning-making processes as text becoming increasingly
multimodal. This shift only escalates the necessity for the development of literacy that takes into
account the content and processes of literacy as well as the "transformative potential of criticality"
(Bearne, 2003, p. 99). This level of criticality allows the researchers and, in her research, students
to consider the cultural context that text is produced in as well as the ability to translate their inner
text outward (Bearne, 2003).
There has been very limited research on how the discourse of policy is communicated
within educational policy research. The way text is used, the images that accompany text in documents, or those that stand in the place of text within the realm of higher education policy have yet
to receive a full examination. As Saarinen (2008) explains, if policy is investigated from a constructivist perspective, one may see the role of text within policy as both creating and supporting
the social processes and structures in place. In this regard, policy discourse takes on an active role
as it "describes, conceptualizes and creates actions in the world" (Saarinen, 2008, p. 725). I argue
that the images that communicate policies can reveal the existing social processes and structures. The same lack of research exists regarding the study of Blackness via images that institutions
use to convey branding. While not focused on higher education research, the study by Sobande
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(2021) illustrates through an analysis of digitally altered imagery of racialized online influencers
how institutions use branded images of Black people and Blackness to enact anti-Black discourses.
The next section will outline the conceptual framework of this study, including the theories, the methods, and the data collection, and analysis. The theories informing this study are woven together from the Black Intellectual Tradition, critiques of neoliberal higher education policy
and practice, and personal theories that I have developed about student success and Black students' education.
Conceptual Framework

Figure 2. Conceptual Framework

Endarkened Feminism
Epistemology is a way of justifying existing knowledge and creating knowledge (Carter
& Little, 2007). The epistemology within which this study is framed represents a pathway for
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me, as a Black woman, student, and researcher, to acknowledge and embrace my relationship to
education research and truth. Dillard describes “endarkened feminism” as:
how reality is known when based in the historical roots of Black feminist thought, embodying a distinguishable difference in cultural standpoint, located in the intersection/overlap of the culturally constructed socializations of race, gender, and other identities and the historical and contemporary contexts of oppressions and resistance for African American women. (Dillard, 2000, p. 662)
Dillard (2000) offers that critical perspectives in research, such as those grounded in feminist
thought and ethnic and cultural studies, have reframed educational research as an “ideological
undertaking” (Dillard, 2000, p. 662). This inherent connection between critical approaches,
which are also present throughout this study (Black aesthetics and critical multimodal discourse
studies) is relevant to how my standpoint as a researcher bringing traditions of knowing informed
by my identity as a Black woman and researcher make this epistemological frame fitting for this
study. Dillard (2000) provides six assumptions that guide her conception of an endarkened feminist epistemology.
Dillard’s (2000) first assumption is that for researchers to know something, they must
have a symbiotic relationship with and responsibility for it or said another way, have some skin
in the game. This epistemic frame aligns with the sense of responsibility I had toward the students who produced the student-generated data that I leveraged for this study through the class
that I taught. As both a student and an instructor I believe that there were experiences that we
shared as students that helped me to understand the kind of impact that this student success discourse could have on students. As a Black graduate student, an instructor, and a researcher.
Therefore, I as well as the students I teach are subject to the policies and practices that influence
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student success and shape our experiences. I also understand this assumption as a responsibility
to be transparent about how my identity as a Black woman embodying multiple identities at
Georgia State University shaped my approach to conducting this study. I have found that these
intersecting identities and the resulting experiences are what have brought me to this research
topic. I have reflected on my own experiences of navigating student success policies and practices as a graduate student, researched student success as a graduate research assistant, and taught
pre-service teachers who learned to think about how student success applied to both their experiences as college students as well as their future students. This culmination of personal experiences has informed this line of inquiry and my commitment as a scholar who wanted to understand how the visual has become integrated into the discourse of student success.
The second assumption is that researchers must recognize research as both an intellectual
and spiritual pursuit that honors a collective truth that is experienced by many (Dillard, 2000). A
sense of purpose, vulnerability, and a relationship of care and reciprocity in which differences
can be interpreted as enriching rather than detracting. This posture toward research resonated
with me as my motivation to understand the impact of the visual discourse of student success on
Black undergraduate students was birthed out of my experience and the experiences of others
with whom I interacted. Dillard (2000) describes this assumption as an acknowledgment that
“perspectives have merit and standing simply because they exist” (Dillard, 2000, p. 675) and researchers should recognize and embrace them with that understanding. This is not to say that perspectives cannot be challenged or critiqued but rather judgement is withheld in favor of learning
and understanding. As I examined how Black undergraduate students defined and made meaning
of student success, I had to accept that their conception and experience of student success could
be vastly different from mine as a Black graduate student. Although my experiences as a student
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led me to this line of inquiry, it was vital that I did not project my experiences onto the studentgenerated data. Instead, I aimed to understand how my participants make meaning of their own
experience to navigating student success policies and practices at GSU.
The third assumption proposes a dialogic approach in which we become and continue to
become through community (Dillard, 2000). This assumption was directly aligned with the aims
of this study as there was an inherent acknowledgment of the importance of dialogue (whether
visual or text) in informing who and how we become. This assumption also highlights the importance of community in forming who we become. By researching how students define student
success using student-generated data, I am asking how their membership in the communities they
belong to has shaped their conception of student success. This also means that I assumed their
participation as a member of those communities has shaped who they continue to become and,
therefore, their understanding of student success. As it relates to Blackness and Being, I also assumed that Black undergraduate students on Georgia State’s campus are coming to this university with an understanding of what it means for them to bring their Blackness with them into this
space.
Dillard’s (2000) fourth assumption is that meaning-making or “making sense” (p. 675) is
informed by lived experiences resulting in knowledge or wisdom. Knowledge operates as the evidence of lived experiences of individuals, and wisdom operates as the evidence of the community’s collective lived experiences which then inform the knowledge of individuals (Dillard,
2000). Both forms of knowing are integral to survival within the Black community. Black students in this study are bringing some form of understanding of student success from their communities, as well as their lived experiences as they navigated their college education. As a re-
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searcher using endarkened feminism as a lens through which to approach my scholarship, my intention is to study concrete experiences of Black people, to understand the wisdom housed
within those meanings. This study embodies that goal with the exception of describing experiences as concrete. Instead, my study recognizes all lived experiences as valid and valued whether
we take part in them personally or vicariously.
The fifth assumption describes the connection between theorizing and cultural understanding as a bridge joined together by insights from those experiencing the phenomenon at the
center of our research (Dillard, 2000). This assumption invites researchers to reimagine research
as a holistic experience that constitutes an “epistemological and cultural text” (Dillard, 2000, p.
677). This reimagining leads to an epistemology that sees and resists the absence of Black
women and their contributions to knowledge production. This assumption also rejects the hegemonic conceptions of epistemology that have historically shaped the discipline of education and
the claims of legitimacy applied to the research processes (Dillard, 2000). Within the context of
this study, this assumption translates to bringing Black students’ ways of knowing and understanding student success from the background. The literature on student success has illustrated
the lack of student perspectives included in research on student success. Through this epistemological frame, this study aims to bring that perspective to the forefront of student success research by examining how Black students define student success and make meaning of institutional definitions communicated visually.
Dillard’s sixth assumption is that power relations manifest through all the isms, racism,
sexism, ableism, etc., and structure the identity relations within our research (Dillard, 2000). The
knowledge produced from an endarkened epistemology centers on how power relations have disproportionately excluded what we know and experience as Black women. Endarkened feminism
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also pushes back against the status quo in favor of social and political transformation on behalf
of underrepresented communities rather than solely for the development of the theory (Dillard,
2000).
The Black Intellectual Tradition: Black Aesthetics, Black Studies, and Black Radical Thought
To illuminate and examine visual aspects of student success policies and practices as a
form of institutional discourse, Black aesthetics provides a theoretical lens and language for describing and analyzing this discourse specifically as it pertains to questions of Blackness and Being. As Raengo (2013) reminds us, “seeing is seeing as” (p. 14) and what we interpret as the visual aspects of discourse is informed by the lens that is applied. While policy is not primarily understood through the visual, race is primarily constructed as “a largely visual enterprise,” (Smith,
2006, p. 2) which makes Black aesthetics a fitting lens to examine this intersection. Although
Black aesthetics is situated within the humanities, this cultural-analytic framework can offer social scientists a way of thinking about and discussing visual research. The ties between Black
aesthetics and Black art positions this framework uniquely to speak to the existential experiences
or "life-worlds" (p. 12) of Black undergraduate students, their engagement, and affect experienced in connection with student success discourse communicated through visual images.
Taylor (2016), a philosophy scholar, defines Black aesthetics as "the practice of using
art, criticism, or analysis to explore the role that expressive objects and practices play in creating
and maintaining black life-worlds” (p.12). From its inception, Black aesthetics has been at the
center of the debate regarding the purpose and significance of Black art. Neal (2002), a Black
artist, argued that the primary purpose of the Black artist was to speak to the spiritual and cultural needs of their community. They "pos[ed] Black art as the aesthetic sister of the Black
Power concept" and even went so far as to link Black art to the Black struggle and liberation
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movement. Catlett (2002), a celebrated Black artist, added to this position that art can be a vehicle for social change by illuminating those things which we do not see or realize consciously and
encouraging alternative (sometimes opposite) ways of seeing. In this way, this perspective argues
that art can become whatever liberation requires.
Photographs have also been integral to the aesthetics of Black social movements as posited by Campt (2012), a modern culture and media scholar, through her research in Black communities. She found that photographs reflect “shared cultural practices in different Black communities” (Campt, 2012, p. 5) and that photography can provide a medium to capture and construct Blackness that is counter to how it is popularly perceived. This aesthetic mode of communication provides insight into articulating the relationship that Black people continually navigate
between “cultural identity and national belonging” (Campt, 2012, p. 5) as well as the importance
of images to members of the Black community. Just as photography has been used to pathologize
African diasporic communities, counter-imagery has become a means to challenge those hegemonic narratives that portray Black communities negatively (Campt, 2012). This context for
photography makes photovoice and photo elicitation methods of collecting data on Black aesthetic perspectives all the more fitting for understanding the function of Blackness and Being
within institutional aesthetic discourses.
Black Studies Theorizing
The discipline of Black Studies was established to uplift Black intellect, cultural consciousness, and social activism against White supremacy. Marable (2016, November 15) defines
Black Studies as "the systematic study of the black experience, framed by the socioeconomic,
cultural, and geographical boundaries of sub-Saharan Africa and the black diaspora of North
America, the Caribbean, Brazil, and Latin America and increasingly, Europe itself" (para. 1). As
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Marable (1995) explains, Black Studies is concerned explicitly with the issues in Black society
and promoting a "socially-responsible scholarship" (Marable, 1995, p. 33) that addresses those
concerns. Said another way by Morrison (1995), a literary writer, "If anything I do in the way of
writing ... isn't about the village or community or about you, then it is not about anything" (Morrison, 1995, p. 420). When related to theory, this means that Black Studies takes on the task of
challenging hegemonic narratives surrounding theory and philosophy by lifting up theorizing
that has been deemed outside of the "universal norm" (James, 2013, p. 5). In order to thoroughly
examine (and interpret) what images used in policy discourses are saying to and about Black students, a theoretical lens is needed that speaks to the experiences of the students. Additionally,
this discourse must address the institutional discourse being established and what it is communicating about Blackness and Being.
The sentiment that Harney and Moten (2013) express is akin to what Wynter (2000) describes as a liminal space identifiable by its deviation from the norm. It is this deviation from the
constructed norm of Whiteness that places Blackness in this liminal space and joins all those outside of it as allies or, as Wynter (2000) puts it, "kin." To understand the experiences of those that
inhabit this space, she argues that we have to understand that "within this dangerous biological
conception of the human that there could be life unworthy of life," which allows people to continue to align themselves against the other. Wynter (2000) builds on this line of inquiry in exploring the contradiction between what she names the ethno-man vs. the human man. The ethnoman is the equivalent of homo-economicus, a conception of man that is inextricably linked to
capitalism. The converse version of man is defined by its sociality. These conceptions are antithetical in how they determine distribution of resources amongst men (Wynter, 2000). Capitalist
production dictates that production be tied to greed in acquiring resources and hoarding them
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once acquired, which reinforces homo-economicus as the conception of man. The converse
would require considerations about what kind of production would need to exist in order to redirect the focus from the global middle-class to the well-being of all human beings (Wynter,
2000). Wynter (2000) explores what it means to be human and Black from a global perspective,
which sets a foundation for thinking about the work of Black aesthetics scholars. In response to
Marx’s theorizing on the inability of commodities to speak, Wynter (2002) promotes the idea
that there is a third scientific revolution, which moves beyond Copernicus and the subsequent
Darwinism in which the ethno-class of man must evolve in order for the second emergence of the
human to come forth. In essence, following Fanon, there has to be an acknowledgment of what
she calls the nature-culture mode of being human, which is shaped by both the biocentric ontogeny and the sociogeny conception of a’Man” (Wynter, 2002). Wynter (2002) attempts to answer
Woodson’s (1933) nearly century-old question regarding the “right kind” of education for
Black students in that it is centers its focus on both how humans produce and how Blackness
chooses to be.
Black Radical Thought & Aesthetics
Black radical thought has taken up the inquiry posed by scholars such as Wynter and
Woodson and built upon it using transdisciplinary approaches that integrate multimodal foci such
as aesthetics. In his lecture, "Fifty Years 'Beyond Vietnam': Dr. King's Revolutionary Dream
Against Our Neoliberal/Neofascist Nightmare," Kelley (2017) returns to King's anti-capitalist argument that budgets and money matter only to the extent that we subscribe to thinking with the
goal of spiritual uplift at the risk of finding one’s self approaching spiritual death. Kelley (2017)
contends that despite King’s plea for a shift in democratic values toward a more justice-centered
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approach, neoliberal reason informed American society’s "revolution in values." This neoliberal
culture war that touts individualism is antithetical to the social collectivism that King proposed.
Moten and Harney (2013) address the current state of higher education and the impact of neoliberalism stating:
But certainly, this much is true in the United States: it cannot be denied that the university is a place of refuge, and it cannot be accepted that the university is a place of enlightenment. In the face of these conditions one can only sneak into the university and steal
what one can. To abuse its hospitality, to spite its mission, to join its refugee colony, its
gypsy encampment, to be in but not of – this is the path of the subversive intellectual in
the modern university. (Moten & Harney, 2013, p. 22)

Moten and Harney (2013) describe a subversive space called "the undercommons” (Moten &
Harney, 2013, p. 22) that represents an intellectual maroon community, where “the revolution is
still Black, still strong” (Moten & Harney, 2013, p. 43), and perhaps most importantly, it is abolitionist in nature. The undercommons encourages subversiveness as the appropriate response to
the neoliberal rationale that has taken hold of the university.
Kelley (2018) expands on this notion of the undercommons in his essay, “Black Study, Black
Struggle,” detailing the difference between the social transformation that the university is often
credited with versus the reality that Black students are met with when engaging in socially conscious activism. Kelly (2018) interprets Moten and Harney's description of the undercommons
as a subversive modality engaged in the work of fugitivity, an act that prioritizes abolition and
collectivity over the university's culture of isolation and individualism. He outlines the experiences of Black students, which can lead them to activism in an effort to reform the institution
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and combat the impact of White supremacy (Kelley, 2018). Black Studies and Black aesthetics
speak to conceptualizations of Blackness and Being that are applicable to black undergraduate
students' experiences within higher education.
Moten (2003) introduces his book, In the Break: The Aesthetics of the Black Radical Tradition, stating, "the history of blackness is testament to the fact that objects can and do resist"
(Moten, 2003, p. 1). In this opening sentence, Moten is illustrating elements of Blackness and
Being by exemplifying conceptualizations of black people as objects while simultaneously acknowledging that anti-blackness does not stop them from resisting unjust treatment. Campt
(2017) theorizes Blackness and Being through the analysis of photographs, using concepts such
as "reassemblage in dispossession" (p. 60), "self-fashioning" (p. 58), and stasis (p. 51). Campt
(2017) uses these concepts to examine what physical representations of Blackness communicate
about those pictured as well as the producers of the images.
In his three-book collection, Consent Not to Be a Single Being, Moten (2018) engages
with a myriad of aesthetic concepts that speak to the historical experiences of Black Americans
in the United States. While the concepts Moten employs reference the system of chattel slavery
and the people within it, Moten turns them toward the analysis of the aesthetics objects that he
fashions out of items such as jazz ensembles, art exhibitions, and historical events. Moten (2018)
speaks about the complexities of sovereignty, subjecthood, and consent by using the experiences
of an enslaved woman named Betty, who travels with her owners into a territory where slavery
was prohibited, to inform the conversation. As a literal case unfolds around the question of her
freedom now that they have entered into what is deemed a free state, Moten questions the capacity that Betty has to consent to the proposition of "choosing freedom" in Massachusetts or slavery in Tennessee with her owners. Moten argues that while the opportunity to choose freedom
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over slavery seems obvious, Betty is both an object and a person simultaneously. Here consent
and black non-performance emerge, to quote Moten, as "a withdrawal from everything that we're
supposed to want that falls, I'll just say under the rubric of the norm...a withdrawal from a very
specific understanding of what it means to want in the first place" (Moten, 2015,). Moten further
complicates what might be understood as consent by highlighting Betty's status as outside the
norm, much like Wynter described the concept of black liminality. Betty refusing what has been
refused to her as an object is what Moten would define as black non-performance. However, this
is still not an active choice in the way that we might imagine. It is the realization that no actual
choice exists if those propositioned do not possess the agency to choose.
McMillan (2015) offers additional context for the concepts of consent, subjecthood, and
Black performance in the introduction to the book, Embodied Avatars, entitled "Performing Objects." McMillan contextualizes the relationship between Blackness and performance as follows:
Put another way, Blackness and performance have historically existed via a violent tethering, built upon often theatrical spectacles of torment that reinforced relationships defined by dominance. The muddying of the line between free will and force makes it particularly difficult to discern agency, commonly understood as the intentional choices
made by humans alone or in collaboration with others” (McMillan 2015, p. 8).
McMillan situates Blackness and performance within the historical narrative of slavery, illustrating the ongoing relationship between the dominance of Whiteness and the othering of Blackness
through that dominance (2015). It is this relationship that reduces Blackness and those within it
to an object, denying them of subjectivity (McMillan, 2015). However, he argues that "by
reimagining objecthood as a performance-based method that disrupts presumptive knowledge of
black subjectivity," Black performance can provide a path toward agency for those it has been
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denied if it can manifest as an actual choice that is being made (McMillan, 2015). The concepts
that are the focus within this study are Black (in)visibility and fungibility in relation to Blackness
and Being. Both of these concepts speak to the specifics of the aesthetic discourse in regard to
Black undergraduate student success.
Black (in)visibility & Fungibility
DuBois (1903) describes the concept of Black (in)visibility by addressing the second
sight that African Americans are burdened with as they view themselves both through the eyes of
others and through their own. White supremacy then encourages them to limit themselves to this
view and abandon seeing themselves through their own eyes altogether. This dual sight then results in a double-consciousness, a term coined by DuBois (1903), that describes the two consciouses that Black people navigate as both American and Black. Black (in)visibility is what
happens when the two-ness of Black folks is denied (Taylor, 2016). Said another way, when
Black life is seen only through the eyes of Whiteness and white supremacy, without attending to
the “counter hegemonic impulses and practices that might make Black life more than a problem,” Black (in)visibility is the result (Taylor, 2016, p. 39). The more that Black people inhabit
this double consciousness, the more at risk they are for losing sight of themselves and the capacity to construct themselves (Taylor, 2016).
Winnubust (2020) defines fungibility as “the mechanism that writes anti-blackness in an
ontological register” (p. 104) presenting that as Spillers (2003) and Hartman (1997) have continually argued, the aftermath of slavey reduced human lives to commodities and capital and that
system continues today. As black bodies were abstracted into fungible units, Blackness and Being are constrained from any consideration of human-ness (Winnubust, 2020). Cervenak and
Carter (cite) in concert with Hartman's (1997) work build on this theorizing of black fungibility
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from the postbellum, a liberalist perspective of freedom. Within this framework, Cervenak and
Carter (2017) explain that as post-slavery subjects, there is no time where actual freedom for
Black people is attainable since black bodies will always be seen as acting as (im)property or improperly due to their former status as property. This is to say that Blackness is and will always be
regarded as a function of a proprietary relationship with Whiteness.
Neoliberal Policies in Education
Lipman (2011) defines neoliberalism as “an ensemble of economic and social policies,
forms of governance, and discourses and ideologies that promote individual self-interest, unrestricted flows of capital, deep reductions in the cost of labor, and sharp retrenchment of the public sphere” (Lipman, 2011, pg. 6). Gandin (2006) details how neoliberal policies both re-envision
the realities that surround policies while simultaneously narrowing what he describes as the "social imaginary" (p. 217). By limiting what the public believes is possible through policy, the nonhegemonic voices become "noise" overpowered by mainstream discourses focusing on meritocratic ideals in which education serves as the solution to the faults of capitalism. Through a process of appropriating concepts and values such as democracy, freedom, or collaboration, neoliberal rhetoric is able to marketize them, making them commodities rather than ideologies (Gandin, 2006). Said another way, "neoliberalism's 'best trick' is to persuade individuals, as a matter
of common sense, that they should imagine [themselves] as solitary agent[s] who can and must
live the good life promised by capitalist culture" (Giroux, 2014, p. 2).
These discursive practices are also represented by the visual choices made to promote neoliberal policies in and outside of higher education spaces. Within higher education, this may
emerge as the imagery in institutional documents, websites, admission materials, or other visuals
that are used for sharing messaging about institutional policies. The lack of existing research on
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the visual representation of policies and practices within higher education contributes to the motivation behind this study. Lipman (2011) argues that when policies, such as those promoting
accountability, are presented as the only option a "discourse of containment" (p. 162) emerges.
This type of discourse determines "what can be said and by whom" (Lipman, 2011, p. 162) as
well as what constitutes knowledge within the contained discourse. By limiting what constitutes
knowledge in these ways, neoliberal policies promoting accountability exclude perspectives that
have expertise to contribute to toward existing knowledge and the creation of knowledge.
Through the use of techniques like "literalism," (Lipman, 2011, p.163) policies become literal
expressions of performance that seize autonomy from educators and students and transfer it to
outside policy actors.
Dumas (2016) adds another layer of consideration for education researchers as well as
educators whose work is in service of Black students and families while navigating neoliberal
contexts. As Black students continually navigate spaces that are anti-Black in the midst of an allegedly post-racial society, they are confronted with a discourse that simultaneously celebrates
Black exceptionalism and employs a narrative of cultural deficit when Black people do not succeed (Dumas, 2016). Dumas (2014) argues that to acknowledge the historical challenges and
consequences that Black people have faced, education policy has to be accepted as “a site of
anti-Blackness” (p. 16) that has perpetuated Black suffering. Furthermore, he recommends it be
assumed that anti-Blackness is at the center of the discourse of education policies and practices
(Dumas, 2016). Neoliberal policies continually perpetuate ideologies that shape discourses
within education to become policies and practices. This makes it imperative that those ideologies
are further interrogated to understand their full impact.
Personal Theories
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Drawing on my reflections (see Appendix A) of my personal experiences and research, I
want to discuss two personal theories that also influence this study's conceptual framework. The
first theory focuses on student success, and the second theory addresses Black students' education. I want to acknowledge that my research is also influenced by assumptions I have about how
student success currently operates within higher education. My preliminary exploration of this
research interest illustrated that the visual imagery used in the communication of higher education policies and practices related to student success serve as intertextual media in that the meanings of one image or text is dependent on the meanings of other texts and images (Pink, 2007).
Through the study of policy within higher education, I came to understand how policies exist as
intertextual media within institutional documents. The visuals and the text work together to
communicate a message that would differ if the images or text were absent. For example, when
we look at school websites, the images, along with the text, communicate a specific narrative
about the school, their identity, and the policies that shape their operation.
Second, I have assumptions about the type of postsecondary education that Black students deserve. These assumptions align with Woodson's (1933) assertion: "It may be of no importance to the race to be able to boast today of many times as many 'educated' members as it
had in 1865 if their education is of the wrong kind," they will be a disadvantage rather than an
advantage to their themselves and their communities (Woodson, p. viii). He makes a distinction
between the goal of educating, or in the case of many colleges and universities, graduating many
more students if they are not getting the quality education they deserve, or the "kind" of education needed to know who they are as Black people in the world.
Critical Discourse Analysis
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Critical Discourse Analysis has also been described as Critical Discourse Studies to signify that it is both a methodology and method of analysis (Rogers, Schaenen, Schott, O'Brien,
Trigos-Carrillo, Starkey, & Chasteen, 2016). Fairclough (1992) defines discourse in several different ways, and each definition is dependent on how language operates within a specific context. As it relates to this study, discourses are manifested in particular ways of using language
and other symbolic forms such as visual images (Fairclough, 1992). Ball (1993) defines discourses as being "about what can be said and thought but also about who can speak, when,
where, and with what authority" (Ball, 1993, p. 14). Foucault conceptualizes discourse as "not
just reflect[ing] or represent[ing] social entities and relations, they construct or 'constitute' them;
different discourses constitute key entities (be they 'mental ill-ness,' 'citizenship' or 'literacy') in
different ways" This means that the intertextual discourse of student success constructs and constitutes the higher education spaces where they exist (Fairclough, 1992, pp. 3-4). Turning to institutions, this definition of discourse suggests it provides a "way of thinking" (Schwandt, 2007)
about how student success policies and practices construct and constitute student success for
Black students by virtue of their engagement with them, for example, at the MSI that serves as
the setting for this study.
Education researchers have used discourse analysis to make sense of other people's ways
of making meaning within educational contexts (Rogers, Schaenen, Schott, O'Brien, Trigos-Carrillo, Starkey, & Chasteen, 2016). Rogers et al. (2016) describe discourse analysis as moving
"beyond the 'non-critical' forms of discourse analysis beyond description and interpretation to explaining the ins and outs of the meaning-making process" (cite, p. 369). However, the critical element of critical discourse analysis (CDA) is where power emerges through "language as social
practice" (Rogers et al., 2016, p. 369). Rogers et al. (2016) define CDA as "an attempt to bring
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social theory and discourse analysis together to describe, interpret, and explain how discourse
constructs, becomes constructed by, represents, and becomes represented by the social world" (p.
366). In other words, CDA provides a mode of thinking and analyzing discourses in the world
around us as they are created with respect to how power is enacted and the meaning-making process. The next chapter will expound on the Critical Multimodal Discourse Analysis as a methodological approach, which will build upon the critical discourse-based approaches outlined above.
Participatory Visual Methods

As a methodological approach participatory research methods upholds several key tenets.
While this study was not a participatory research study in the traditional sense, it did uphold the
following tenets of the method: valuing of participant knowledge, involvement of participants in
the development of knowledge, creating platforms for participant voices to be heard, and input
into the development of the research focus (Bergold, & Thomas, 2012). Although the students I
taught, who became the participants of my study, were not researchers in the study (due to the
secondary data classification) there were still aspects of participatory methods that were incorporated into the design of the study. For example, their knowledge and meaning-making regarding
student success, the students’ role in the development of this knowledge, our participatory engagement around the assignments designed to understand their conceptions of student success,
all operated within the methodology of participatory visual methods.

Photo elicitation and photovoice were the participatory visual methods used to collect the
student-generated data. Photo elicitation, usually paired with interviews has the propensity to
“(1) document and reflect on the needs and assets of the community; (2) promote critical dia-
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logue about issues of importance to the community; and (3) promote social change via communication of issues to community and policy makers” (Richardson & Neru-Jeter, 2011, p. 60). Photovoice, the other method used in this study, provides an outlet for participants to visually express their lived experiences and knowledge about concepts using visual means where words
may fail (Nykiforuk, Vallianatos, & Nieuwendyk, 2011). As a result, researchers and participants are then on equalized footing to examine a line of inquiry together.
Overview of the Chapter
The literature reviewed in this chapter examined the neoliberal policies that have shaped
higher education through discursive practices. This includes how neoliberal discursive practices
have shaped the funding models and institutional definitions of student success that are more accurately described as student academic achievement outcomes that colleges and universities aspire to and use as markers of their success in educating students (Giroux, 2014; Kelley, 2018;
McLendon & Hearn, 2013). This literature review also examined commonplace narratives about
Black college students and the characterization of their success as students. The last section of
the literature review outlines the conceptual framework for the study, which included scholarship
focused on Black aesthetics, Black Studies Theorizing, Black Radical Thought in the Black Intellectual Tradition, CMDA, and participatory visual methods, and personal theories on student
success and Black student education.
The next chapter presents the methods utilized for this study, which will include an explanation of the setting, participant sampling, recruitment process, data collection, and the analysis of the data. This chapter will also summarize the role of the methodologies framing this study
in addition to addressing the researcher’s positionality and ethical considerations.
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3 Methods
Introduction
Carter and Little (2007) describe methodology as a “theory of how inquiry should proceed” (Carter & Little, 2007, p. 193). This involves identifying what is worthy and answerable
research in which to engage as well as determining the most effective approach toward the inquiry and its coinciding methods. Dillard’s (2000) endarkened feminism as the epistemological
frame paired with the analysis of Black aesthetics creates a unique theoretical connection that
recognizes and integrates Blackness and Being into the knowledge claims being made in this
study. Following the overview of the study’s purpose and research questions, this chapter outlines the research design of the study. Additionally, the positionality of the researcher, methodological framework, setting, participants, data sources, data collection, analysis procedures as well
as the ethical considerations will be addressed.
Study Purposes and Research Questions
The three-fold purpose of this study was to examine 1) how Blackness and Being function aesthetically in Georgia State University’s definition of Black student success and how they
are enacted in related policies and practices through visual and intertextual discourse; 2) how
Black undergraduate students make meaning of these institutional representations that may be
consumed visually through their own definitions of student success and Blackness and Being; 3)
if there is any overlap in those definitions of student success. Critical Multimodal Discourse
Analysis (MCDA) was the critical qualitative inquiry method used to examine the three research
questions that guided this study:
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1. How do Black undergraduate students at Georgia State University make meaning of how
Blackness and Being function within the institution’s student success discourse, policy, and practices?
2. How do Blackness and Being function aesthetically within the student success discourse, policies, and practices of Georgia State University, a university branded for its success in educating
Black student?
3. How does Blackness and Being function within Black undergraduate students’ definitions of
student success at Georgia State University?
Positionality
My first introduction to black aesthetics was not an academic, it was the “Black Book”
edited by Toni Morrison. It was one of the first books that taught me about Blackness and Being.
Looking through its pages, I learned about the history and beauty of Blackness in this country.
Turning the pages to read about Blackness and Being from 1619 to the 1940s created a foundation for my understanding of black aesthetics that existed before I knew the term.
I came into this doctoral program at Georgia State University convinced that a blank slate
was the best approach to decide what I planned to study for my dissertation. In the past I had focused on contributors to student success such as retention and perceived supportiveness of faculty and administrators in relation to Black women and women of color majoring in STEM disciplines. However, for this experience I wanted to open myself up to exploring other interests that
might emerge. The first inkling of what would become my dissertation topic came my first semester in the program. I had the opportunity to take a Visual Research Methods course where I
was allowed to jump feet first into exploring creative methods for exploring Educational Policy.
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Through this class I learned that affect could be just as powerful as effect in answering research
questions and that visual communication tends to bring affect to the forefront just as art would.
My second step toward my dissertation topic was spurred by an invitation from my advisor to be a graduate research assistant (GRA) for a grant-funded course where enrolled students
participated in community-engage projects to study how social justice and student success take
shape in and around Georgia State University’s campus. Through my role as a GRA I was also to
explore my own ideas about what student success looked like on Georgia State’s campus through
co-teaching a class in the course. My session was on developing critical media literacy and accessible modes of presenting critical research through the films “Get Out” and “13th”, as examples of accessible modes of presenting research to broader audiences. The discussion we facilitated with the class centered around a photo elicitation gallery walk where still images from both
movies posted to the wall as a gallery for a silent discussion where students could post questions
or comments as they interacted with the images. As we walked around the room engaging with
the images and discussing what they evoked for us, that although there was a wealth of research
on educational policy and student success there wasn’t research that focused on how student success policies and practices are visually communicated through school branding.
By the time I made it to my qualitative research methods courses I was exploring how
doctoral students defined student success compared to that of a national initiative working with
colleges and universities to impact postsecondary student success. This class project affirmed
that there might be a disconnect between how universities and students, in this case doctoral students, defined their success. My role as a GRA in the Office of Enrollment Management and Student Success during that same time introduced me to the images that greeted students, staff, and
visitors as they entered into the office responsible for graduating the most Black undergraduate
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students in the country (as shown in Figure 3. below). It became clear that the administration
within the university had ideas and ideologies about student success that they were communicating through their branding of student success. As a student in the office of student success
these images were one of my first introductions to student success as the university understood it.

Figure 3. Photographs hanging in the Office of Enrollment Management and Student Success Pre- March 2020.

These experiences were a few of the central moments of my experience as a doctoral student and I share them to illustrate that I have felt called to pursue this line of inquiry based on my
experiences as a Black woman and PhD student navigating my own educational experience
where I sometimes felt unsupported by the school known for graduating the most Black undergraduate students in the nation. I began to wonder, if I felt that way as a graduate student that undergraduate student experiences may be more similar to mine than the university would lead us
to suspect.
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Methodological Framework
For this study, the definition of methodology is described as a logic for justifying, explaining, and evaluating methods to help us understand them (Carter & Little, 2007). The Black
Intellectual Tradition and Black aesthetics grounds this study as the theoretical framework. It
weaves together Black Studies concepts related to Black aesthetics, Blackness and Being via
scholars such as Taylor (2016), Moten (2003, 2013, 2015, 2019), McMillan (2015), Cervenak
and Carter (2017). The methodology informing this inquiry is critical multimodal discourse
analysis, which governs the data collection methods of participatory visual methods (defined as
found images as aesthetic discourse), researcher field notes. The participatory visual methods
include student-generated intertextual data collected via written essays, photo-voice, and photo
elicitation assignments.
Critical multimodal discourse analysis provided a methodological framework to investigate how Blackness and Being function aesthetically in and through the visual imagery the institution uses to communicate what student success means in its policies and practices. Methodologically, discourse analysis can track policy changes, raise issues, and describe them, identify,
understand, and explain some of the developments that lead to the implementation of the policies
and the ideologies that are embedded in those debates. Discourse analysis constructs and exposes
policy processes as well as their development, the values, and the power relations that are engrained in them (Bacchi, 2000; Ball 1993;). I analyzed a multimodal discourse consisting of intertextual content that included images found on the university website, in the strategic plan, in
imagery Black undergraduates generated in course assignments, and in researcher field notes for
the purpose of examining what is communicated about Black student success and how Blackness
and Being function within the institution’s student success policies and practices.
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To investigate Black students’ understanding of the university’s intertextual communications of student success, student-generated imagery was examined from five class assignments
collected during an education course. The participatory visual methods enacted through these
assignments involved guided participatory inquiry using photo-elicitation and photovoice to capture the meaning-making process of Black undergraduate students. These assignments generated
the following participatory visual data sources and each student: 1) produced an introductory reflection on their definitions of student success; 2) contributed to a photovoice gallery walk of images, where each student chose to how to represent student success; 3) generated photo-elicitation reflections on the images the university used to depict and communicate messages about student success via the virtual school tour; 4) submitted an image as a photovoice reflection of their
authentic self, which was paired with a written reflection on the connections between the personal and political in teaching; and 5) provided a post-reflection on their personal definitions of
student success. Participatory visual methods in each of these assignments was designed to generate data to identify and interpret the extent to which Black undergraduate students make meaning of student success and Blackness and Being in ways that are authentic for them, their families, and communities as they relate to the university’s student success policies and practices.

Methodology
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Collection Methods
Analysis Procedures

Critical Multimodal Discourse Analysis
Found Images as
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Content Analysis

Participatory Visual
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Notes

Analytical
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Figure 4. Methodology, Data Sources & Collection Methods, Analysis Procedures

CMDA
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Critical Multimodal Discourse Analysis [Studies]
What makes it critical?
Critical discourse analysis and by extension critical multimodal discourse analysis analyze multimodal discourses using intertextual data starting with identified social issues and problems by examining how the elements of the discourse as microstructures shape the macrostructures within society (Mayr, 2008). The criticality of this methodology stems from the starting
point of identifying a social problem to investigate. CMDA begins with both critical questions
that seek to address social problems and a critique of how power operates within discourse.
Fairclough (1992) claims that all instances of language use have three dimensions. The
researcher recommends that this same logic be applied to multimodal discourses. The three dimensions are as: an expression of language (written, spoken, and the researcher is adding visual),
a process between people involved in producing and making sense of the text, and a social practice (Mayr, 2008). Power is also a vital component of the criticality engrained within this methodology as it is pervasive within the social systems within higher education. However, the conceptualization and focus on how power operates within discourses can vary according to the theory. Two significant distinctions were made regarding the research and conceptualization of
power within critical strains of discourse analysis, “power as domination” or “power as persuasion” (Mayr, 2008, p. ). Also referred to as the mainstream tradition of power research, the conceptualization of power as a dominating force originated from Weber’s (1914) analysis of power,
which claimed that discourse must legitimate it for power to be accepted. Lukes (1974) further
developed this conceptualization of power as domination, where three faces or dimensions of
power were proposed. The first, one-dimensional power, centers around decisions. Within this
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dimension of power, conflict is apparent as power exists to the extent that it is observable in explicit decision-making processes. This means that power is enacted in and through the conflict,
and power is assumed to those who must navigate it by making certain decisions.
Conversely, two-dimensional power focuses on representations of power via non-decision making. The powerful influence how the less powerful make decisions where conflict might
exist. This is done with the purpose of upholding the ideologies of those in power. Two-dimensional power differs from one-dimensional power because the power is held by those who can
influence others through the buy-in of ideologies they promote. Lukes’ (1974) argued that the
three-dimensional view of power is concerned with underlying conflicts of interests that are subversive in their ability to undermine and shape the interests of the less powerful through discourse without it being apparent. This three-dimensional face of power is most commonly associated with the power that institutions such as universities wield to influence the choices of individuals before the conflict can rise to the surface.
The second-stream power, which is also known as power as persuasion, focuses on strategies of power with language serving a central role (Mayr, 2008). Gramsci (1971) contributed his
concept of hegemony where dominant power structures succeed in persuading the subordinate
groups to adopt the morals, politics, and culture that their ideologies promote. Within this framework of hegemony, power is exerted routinely rather than coercively and involves the use of discourse as a means of control through which “attitudes, opinions, and beliefs appear as common
sense” (cite) even as they are in direct opposition to the interests of the subordinates making the
decisions (Mayr, 2008). This means of power inculcates people in society with the belief that
they consented to this constructed social order by depicting it as the natural order or obvious
choice. As a result, members of society are given the impression that all other choices outside of
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this hegemonic norm are non-sensical or illogical. Power as persuasion requires constant upkeep
to continually legitimize and communicate the so-called norms through language (multimodal).
Finally, images and text work together to convey messaging consistent with the ideology of
those institutions in power.
For this study, power is interrogated via the second stream of power research or power as
persuasion in order to examine how the university is constructing a discourse around student success policies and practices in relationship to Blackness and Being. Using Gramsci’s conception
of power (1971), this study sought to understand how Black undergraduate students make meaning of the ideology of student success when couched within the student success discourse the
university has constructed. This study explores how these students consent to, reject, or refuse to
consent to this conception of student success, and what this multimodal student success visual
and intertextual discourse conveys about ideologies of power aesthetically.
Employing a multimodal approach
Critical multimodal discourse analysis takes many forms as it operates as theory, methodology, and method. As a methodology, CMDA is attuned to the visual semiotic choices or, said
another way, the aesthetic work that images and text are continually performing. Manchin and
Mayr (2012) describe semiotic choices as the choices that authors make that implicitly communicate whether one is using language or images. Fowler (1991) describes lexical fields as a mapping that takes place for “specific social purposes” (Fowler, 1991, p. 31) that intentionally excludes some things while purposefully including others in order to create a social mapping (in
this particular case) that communicates institutional definitions of student success (Manchin &
Mayr, 2012). Visual communication often captures that which words fail to convey while also
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affording the producer the claim that images have less fixed meaning and are open to interpretation. However, van Leeuwen (2000) has made a case for looking at images, similarly to text, as
lexical mapping via semiotic choices in order to communicate unspoken or implied meaning
(ideologies) as part of an underlying discourse. Multimodal analysis involves “isolating, examining, and explaining an aspect of lived experience to understand how actors exploit available semiotic resources to represent meanings, carry out social practices and realize power” (Wohlwend, 2011, p. 243). Said another way, this kind of critical analysis allowed me as the researcher
to identify, examine, and interpret the visual imagery Black undergraduate students produced in
their class assignments and that Georgia State University produced on the website and their documents. This is done in order to understand how these visuals make meaning of student success
policies and practices through semiotic and social mapping. Semiotic and social mapping involve
interpreting the institution’s visual communication of student success. This data is intertextual,
which means that the text and images are inextricably linked parts that make up the whole of the
multimodal data. Multimodal data in its most fundamental sense is an interdisciplinary approach
that examines multiple modes of meaning making to gain a more wholistic understanding of a
discourse and how it takes shape within a society or community (Gee, J. P., 2012).
Visual as discourse
As visual communication, which is also referred to as discourse, becomes more central to
public communication, society will require some form of visual literacy as a matter of survival,
or in the case of this study, of student success. Kress and van Leeuwen (1996) describe their conception of visual grammar as “visual design” (p. 3), which implies that the visual is an active rather than passive form of communication. Furthermore, specific semiotic choices are made to
communicate through chosen images shaped by the culture in which they are created and used.
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In this sense, visual design is a product of the rules and social practices of the culture that is communicating through these images. Like any other form of language and communication, the
meaning evolves with the culture. This also means that there is no universal grammar for visual
design as “visual language is not transparent and universally understood, but culturally specific”
(cite). The representation or signs of concepts, entities, or objects develops out of the “cultural,
social, and psychological history of the sign-maker” (Kress & van Leeuwen, 1996, p. 3). Like
Kress and van Leeuwen, Barthes’ (1987) visual semiotics and iconography offer an analysis of
the visual that considers both the semiotic choices made by the author in choosing to use specific
imagery as well as the context (socio-historical) in which it was created, which contributes to the
interpretation of an image’s meaning (Van Leeuwen & Jewitt, 2001). In this study, combining
Barthes’ visual semiotics and iconography provided a method of analyzing the meaning of student success from both the institutional perspective and the student point of view. Consideration
was given to the context in which these objects were created and employed as a form of discourse, which was central to examining how Blackness and Being function within those images.
Black aesthetics-informed
Taylor (2016) outlines four forms of Black (in)visibility: denial of Black presence, denial
of Black personhood, denial of Black perspectives, and denial of Black plurality. Taylor (2016)
describes the denial of Black presence as a longstanding practice that denies the physical presence of Blackness as well as the contributions of Blackness toward cultural production. This fails
to acknowledge the value of Blackness involves the creation of hegemonic narratives that deem
Black production unworthy of promotion and preservation. In addition to the cultural denial of
Black presence, Taylor provides the following explanation:
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A slightly less familiar version of the simple disdain for black presence involves not the
denial that someone or something exist or the refusal to let the person or thing exist in a
particular setting but the acquiescence to or encouragement of conditions that prevent
certain realities from existing at all.

This form of Black (in)visibility stretches beyond the existence of individuals or settings to connect visibility to ontology in that there is a denial of the possibility of existing. Black (in)visibility as the denial of Black personhood deems the presence of Blackness an absent presence (Taylor, 2016). Taylor (2016) frames this denial stating, “what should be consciousness in the flesh
instead becomes a thing or many things,” (p. 51) none of which are persons, which further aligns
with the aim of anti-Blackness. The third form of denial is of Black perspectives. The denial of
Black perspectives relegates Blackness to an object and negates the prospect that there is a valuable perspective to be offered. Taylor (2016) is clear that the denial of Black perspectives does not
suggest that there is one singular way of seeing the world that belongs to Black people; however,
there are ways of seeing as DuBois theorized (double consciousness) that are likely to be shared
amongst people who inhabit racialized positions in a racialized society. The challenge here is to
acknowledge how White ways of seeing have been deemed hegemonic and therefore commonsense ways of knowing. The denial of Black plurality also ignores Black individuals’ construction of self through the conflation of occupational status with ontological status (Taylor,
2016). This denial of Black plurality is similar to the push toward multiculturalism in Black
Studies, which can obscure ways of seeing outside the aims of Whiteness and White supremacy.
The outcome of this can create a “mechanism of homogenization,” which focuses on promoting
positive images of intersectionality that de-center Blackness (Taylor, 2016, p. 62).
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Participatory Visual Methods
To better understand the meaning-making process of the people participating in their
study, many researchers turn to participatory approaches to inform their methodology. Gubrium
and Harper (2016) describe the notion of "double path" (p. 14) as integral to the use of participatory visual methodologies. This approach considers the process of the research itself and its outcomes as equivalent in value. The participatory aspect of participatory visual methods is defined
by Gubrium and Harper (2013) as an approach that affords co-researchers greater control over
the narratives of knowledge production and the sharing and communication of that knowledge.
Although the data in this study was treated as secondary data for the purposes of analysis, the
generation of the data was a collaborative process in which students were treated as the experts
as it relates to student-defined characterizations of student success. While students could not be
considered as co-researchers in the traditional sense, as the instructor of the course I invited them
to inform the assignments and I answered research questions based on their process of engaging
these assignments within the class.
Participatory visual methods can use visual media as "documentary evidence; as a prompt
for eliciting responses; and as a form of material culture, a source of power and as social capital"
(Gubrium & Harper, 2013, p. 33). While photographs can teach researchers about the world, they
should not be considered as neutral but rather representative of society and how it functions
(Gubrium & Harper, 2013). Students generated both photo elicitation and photovoice, which
were employed in the visual participatory data collected during this study through the studentcourse assignments. Students used photovoice to gather visual expressions of their experiences
and perspectives about student success. I used this method to learn how students defined and depicted student success aesthetically. I used photo elicitation in class assignments to encourage
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conversation about written reflections in order to understand how students reacted to images related to student success provided from both the institutional and the student perspective. Mitchell, De Lange, and Moletsane (2017) describe participatory visual methods as resilient in its ability to produce data that can be revisited and reanalyzed with the participants that produced it as
well as with new audiences. A method called "speaking back" (Mitchell et al., 2017, p. 49) was
leveraged during this exploratory process that involves encouraging participants to speak back to
the contradictions that may exist in their own production of data and their propagation of what
the authors call "worrisome discourses" (p. 49). Both participatory visual methods and critical
discourse analysis prioritize the reflexive process as an integral function of their methodological
forms.
Researcher Field Notes
Researcher field notes were an added level of data collection that aligned with the epistemological frame of endarkened feminism. Endarkened feminism encourages researchers to engage with the research. Additionally, my field notes were a tangible record of the symbiotic relationship that I had with the research as well as the sense of responsibility I felt as both an instructor and the researcher. The field notes also presented an opportunity to parse through those identities during the data collection to ensure that I was conscious of my different roles. By attuning
myself to that reality and making note of those experiences, I could navigate how my intersecting
identities had the potential to impact my role as the instructor and researcher.
Setting
The setting of the study was Georgia State University’s main campus located in Atlanta,
Georgia, a well-known national model for student success efforts within the realm of higher education. GSU has been referred to as an example for student success by legislators, philanthropic
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funders, and higher education administrators making it a logical entry point for examining the
guiding questions for this study. This southeastern MSI was an ideal venue for data collection for
several reasons. First, it serves as a proxy for the universities in the United States experiencing
similar pressures to conform to a neoliberal perspective as it relates to student success and the
role it plays in shaping policy and practice in the college setting. Second, the Atlanta campus
serves as home base for the Office of Enrollment Management and Student Success, which plays
a significant part in shaping GSU’s student success policies and practices across all of its campuses. Third, as the main campus it manages the central source for communication, the campus
website, and houses and displays the strategic plan, the guiding document for how policy and
practice are implemented and how discourse is presented by the school. Fourth, given the focus
of the study the Atlanta campus aligns with the aim of examining the meaning-making process of
Black traditional undergraduate students earning a four-year degree based on the demographic
breakdown as well as the degree offerings at the university. While the issues surrounding student
success at community colleges are also important and a worthwhile line of research, they were
outside the scope of this particular study.
Participants
The participants were selected from a GSU undergraduate education course, where primarily pre-service teachers were enrolled, that I taught during the spring semester of 2020. Due
to the Covid-19 Pandemic this class was taught in-person until March and then converted to
100% online for the remainder of the semester. The students were prospective education majors
or those that were required to take the course to declare their major and graduate. The course
was populated with approximately 30 students of which were primarily18-25 years of age and
about half of which were identifiable (by the researcher) as Black or African American. The
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function of the course was a discussion-based critique of critical and contemporary issues in K12 education. 12 participants contributed to the student-generated data as shown in Table 1.

Table 1
Student-generated Data Participants with Assigned Pseudonyms

Participants (Pseudonyms provided)

Majors

Amelia

Special Education

Denice

Elementary Education

Michael

Interdisciplinary Studies

Bianca

Criminal Justice

Brittany

Elementary Education

Jerica

Psychology

Xander

Music

Mia

Art

Danielle

Elementary Education

Jackie

Elementary Education

Keira

Special Education

Leah

Elementary Education

For this study, criterion sampling was utilized based on the following: identification as Black or
African American (as identified by the researcher and instructor), traditional college attendee age
(18-25), and enrollment in the education course that the researcher was teaching.
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Black
students

Traditional
Age
Students

Enrolled in
EDUC
course

Criterion
Sample

Figure 5. Criterion sampling involves selecting cases that meet some pre-determined criterion of im-portance (Patton,
2001, p. 238)

As demonstrated in Table 1. above, there were a total of 12 students who met the criteria
for the study. Although each of these 12 students met the criteria, they did not all submit all five
of the assignments that constituted the student-generated data. I made the decision to include the
assignments submitted by all 12 students as each assignment provided insight regarding specific
aspects of the three research questions guiding the study. As the researcher I made the determination regarding whether the participants met the criteria using my knowledge and experiences as
the instructor.
This knowledge was cultivated by exercises such as the one I carried out at the onset of
the course. I introduced an ice breaker asking the students, “who are you and why are you here?”
Each student would respond offering me a sense of what brought them to the course, what they
hoped to achieve through the course, who they were, and why they chose to pursue education as
the path for their own education and career. This ice breaker also allowed me to ask them followup questions to learn even more about them. This exercise was essential to building rapport with
the members of the class and gaining an initial understanding of how they saw themselves and
their success as students. Students often offered information that spoke to their community, culture, demographics, and other key information that explained who they identified as a member of
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society. As an example, in distinguishing among students who were designated as Black or African American, I based this criterion on the rapport that I had built with them and what I had
learned about them through discussions carried out in the classroom.
Data Sources
This study involved a multi-level process of data generation that involved using specifically found images and documents, secondary student-generated class assignment data, and my
researcher field notes. The found images and documents consisted of documents identified on the
school website such as the university strategic planning document and the corresponding
webpages, and the homepage and admissions page of the university’s website (including Instagram posts shared to the website). As shown in Table 2., the found documents and images were
primarily collected as data sources to answer the first research question pertaining to the aesthetic function of Blackness and Being as it relates to the student success policies and practices
established and promoted by Georgia State University. The institutional data designated to answer this research question includes the intertextual, multimodal data in the strategic plan, which
outlines the vision and future goals for the institution. The focus for this study centered upon the
first four pages of the strategic planning document as that selection focused on the overall vision
for the school, the legacy of the school to date, and the “student success” goal as it is communicated to the campus community. The other intertextual, multimodal data included in the institutional data was the found images and text from the Georgia State University website (specifically
for the main campus). This data included the social media posts shared on the homepage, admissions page, and student success page through 2020.
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To examine how Black undergraduate students made meaning of the aesthetic work to
which the policies and practices contribute, researcher field notes were paired with student-generated data from the class assignments in which student participants were enrolled. Although the
data was collected as primary data would be, it was analyzed as secondary data. This was a decision made as the study evolved in order to navigate the repercussions of the pandemic to ethically analyze the data and respect the privacy of the participants. Treating the student-generated
assignments as secondary data allowed for the data to be treated as student-generated documents
or artifacts of the course for the purposes of this study. The IRB approval of this data as secondary data was a request that I made as the researcher to treat the data from the classroom assignments as documents in order to maintain the confidentiality of the participants. Additionally, by
capturing the participants’ responses to the assignments I was able to analyze their meaning making process and decipher the aesthetic discourse of student success as depicted through their responses to the assignments. In cases where secondary qualitative data is used, concerns may arise
regarding confidentiality of the data or whether individual data will be identifiable, which requires a need for consent of the individuals in the future (Tripathy, 2013). In order to address
such issues for this study, I de-identified participant responses and gave the participants pseudonyms to protect their identity. I also addressed this ethical concern of confidentiality by using
thick, rich description to explain identifying photovoice responses that included student portraits
or selfies.
Table 2
Research Questions and Data Sources

Research Questions

Data Sources
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1. How do Black undergraduate students

▪

Student-generated class assignments

at Georgia State University make mean-

▪

Photo-elicitation

ing of how Blackness and Being function

▪

Photovoice

within the institution’s student success

▪

Field notes

▪

Publicly displayed photographs on

discourse, policy, and practices?

2. How do Blackness and Being function
aesthetically within the student success

campus, images on the university web-

discourse, policies, and practices of

site (homepage, admissions, strategic

Georgia State University, a university

plan)

branded for its success in educating

▪

Strategic plan

Black student?

▪

Field notes

3. How does Blackness and Being func-

▪

Student-generated class assignments

tion within Black undergraduate stu-

▪

Photo-elicitation-

dents’ definitions of student success at

▪

Photovoice-

Georgia State University?

▪

Field notes

Data Collection and Analysis Procedures
Data collection
Data collection for this study consisted of the gathering of found images and documents
that were representative of both the institution’s visual and intertextual discourse as well as the
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students’ reflections centered on student success policies and practices. The dataset was divided
into two categories, institutional and student-generated. The institutional data, as mentioned previously was curated from university documents and images available to the public. This found
data was identified as representing the university’s definition of student success via the website,
the strategic plan, including photographs, and images (visuals that were not photographs but
could include illustrations, stock images, art, etc.…) on the website.
Found Images as Aesthetic Discourse. A method that was adopted from Moten’s
(2003) aesthetic work was used on the found or assembled images that comprise the institutional
data set being used for this study. Moten takes creative license in fashioning aesthetic objects out
of everything from art installations to historical civil rights court cases. In that same tradition, I
sought to create a similar collection of found images that would constitute a set of institutional
data by selecting images and text excerpts from the university’s strategic plan and the website of
the main campus of Georgia State University. In crafting this assemblage of found (constructed)
intertextual data (images and text), my intent is to offer a semblance of an aesthetic snapshot of
the institution’s overall student success discourse. This representation of aesthetic discourse is by
no means comprehensive; however, it does allow enough context to support the overall argument
that is being proposed in this study. Although not artistic in the traditional sense, I would argue
that due to the intense emotions that are associated with education that these seemingly mundane
images have the capacity to elicit the affect of those consuming them. While not the same as described in traditional aesthetic analysis, I argue that claims can indeed be made regarding the
communicative effects of these images in conversation with the text. I constructed sets of images
as Moten would assemble aesthetic objects by taking the images from the first four pages of the
strategic plan document, combining them with excerpts from the accompanying text, and pairing
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them with images and text from the website (inclusive of social media posts, images, photographs, and headers on the website).
Participatory Student-generated Data. The student-generated data was collected from
five class assignments that I coordinated using an amended form of participatory visual methods.
Although participatory visual methods are generally used with interviews or focus groups, I
amended photo elicitation and photovoice to pair with class discussions and written reflections to
capture their meaning making process. The purpose of doing so was to determine what the aesthetic discourse of student success means to the Black undergraduate students participating in the
study. The assignments, as seen in Table 3., (see Appendix B. for full assignment descriptions)
included pre- and post- written reflections or essays regarding their definitions of students success, a photovoice gallery walk in which students presented an image that represented their understanding of student success, a photo-elicitation assignment in which students interacted with
the virtual school tour to produce a written reflection essay regarding what they experienced during the virtual campus tour (i.e., how and where they identified (or didn’t) people they related to
throughout the tour), and a photo-elicitation assignment in which they submitted a picture representing their authentic self and a written reflection describing how this sense of themselves contributes to their student success. These five assignments comprised the student-generated data
collection procedures.
Table 3
Assignments Comprising Student-generated Data

Assignments

Prompts
Write a 1-2-page response describing what it means, to you, to

Introduction Essay

be a successful student in college, what it means to be a good
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teacher, and how those two responses influence your idea of
what a successful teacher looks like.

Think about how you would define success and take or choose
a picture of something that represents that to you.
•

How do you think about what it means for you to be a
successful college student?

•

When you think about what you want to accomplish as

Success Looks

a student to feel like you have been successful, what

Like Photovoice Gallery

comes to mind?

Walk

Gallery Walk
Take about 10 minutes to walk around and observe the images
on the walls of the room. Please take this time to engage in a
silent critical discussion.

Take the virtual tour of Georgia State. As you are on the tour

Diversity on
take notes on what you notice in regard to when diversity is and

Tour
is not present.

Photo-Elicitation: The Personal is
Share a picture or image that you feel represents your most au-

Political

Course

thentic self [where/how was this photo “collected”?
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Reflection
Essay

At the beginning of the semester, you wrote about how you
understood your unique position of being both student and educator. Have your thoughts changed over the course of the semester? Write a 1-2-page response describing how your thinking has evolved or remained the same over the course of the
semester regarding student success.

Researcher field notes were also used as a source of data. The researcher field notes included my
observations as the instructor of the course, experiences as a graduate student, and reflections on
how the intersections of these experiences shaped this study. These field notes also provided a
space to balance my role as the researcher versus my role as the instructor. With the goal of placing some distance between my dual roles, I waited to analyze the assignments as data for research purposes until after the course was completed and students had been provided their
grades. This was done in an effort to prioritize the needs of the students. By using the assignments as data, there was some unavoidable tension between my role as instructor and researcher;
however, the researcher field notes supported my aim by providing a space for me to capture relevant observations about students’ meaning making processes in real-time (immediately following class in a way that did not disrupt the teaching of the course). The field notes contributed to
the memos incorporated into the analysis of the institutional and student-generated data, which
provided additional context for examination.
Analysis
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Critical Multimodal Discourse Analysis. CMDA was conducted through two phases of
analysis. Content analysis was utilized in the first phase, and an iconographic analysis focused on
the institutional and student-generated data with special attention given to the intertextual, multimodal images, and text that contribute to student success policies and practices was used in the
second phase. While the content analysis allowed me to fully immerse myself in the data, it was
attuned to the visuals and the written text within the data. CMDA provided an additional layer of
analysis that was specifically focused on how the text and visuals interact as part of a multimodal
discourse through the semiotic choices made by the producers of the data. Semiotic theory highlights the choices that are made by authors as they communicate not only with written text but
also other forms of non-linguistic text. Iconography, a method developed out of Barthes’1 semiotic theory, indicates what images connote and denote, in order to examine how images are able
to signify discourses aesthetically (Manchin & Mayr, 2012).
The steps taken to perform this CMDA analysis included a content analysis, an iconographic analysis, and analytic memos. For critical forms of discourse analysis, the starting point
is to identify a social problem that can be studied with a semiotic lens (Fairclough, 2013). Once
the research questions guiding this study were developed, the next step in the analysis was
choosing which tools would be used to analyze the multimodal data (iconographic analysis and
content analysis) establishing the CDA-related theories that would be informing this study in relation to the study of discourse and power. For the purposes of this study, the theoretical frame
also included theories from Black aesthetics and Black Studies. In order to accurately examine
and interpret the discourse, content analysis, and iconographic analysis was employed. Content

1

Barthes semiotic theory informed iconography but emphasizes the denotation whereas iconography emphasizes
what is connotated by the images to discern what is in the background, foreground, and excluded (Machin & Mayr,
2012).
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analysis provided the opportunity to immerse myself in the data and identify emerging themes.
Iconographic analysis was the next level analysis which provided a more in-depth analysis of the
discourse that was taking place through the semiotic choices made in the selection of the images,
the context the multimodal data was situated within, and how the multi-modal data constructed
an aesthetic discourse around student success. The last level of the analysis was using analytic
memos to explain the social context and power relations present within the discourse.
Analytic memos were also employed as part of the analysis of this study to document researcher observations that were also informed by my unique positionality. Saldaña (2009) describes analytic memos as akin to an op-ed that tells a narrative about the data from the researcher’s perspective. Analytic memos also serve as a method to further articulate the meaning
behind the data (Saldaña, 2009). Within this study, the analytic memos served as an added layer
of analysis that further explained the findings from the content analysis and iconographic analysis needed to complete the CDMA.
Iconographic Analysis. In iconography, there are two categories, what an image denotes
and connotes. When an image denotes, it is telling who or what is depicted or represented in images of concrete people, places, things, and events (Mayr, 2008). In contrast, what an image connotes is the meaning people, places, things, and events depicted were chosen to convey (Barthes,
1987). Another important aspect of this method is that whether the image’s communicative purpose is to signify a specific meaning or to display something it is determined by the context of
the image. For the purposes of this iconographic analysis, I had to make some assumptions as the
researcher in order to describe the images and their contents. For example, gender, race or ethnicity, relationships (familial, friendship, etc.) had to be assumed to describe what the images denote. I also made assumptions regarding what the images connote based on the context within the
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images and the interpretation of that context by using my cultural understanding of the meaning
of the images.
The goal with this approach was to distinguish between what is represented and the intended meaning the author was trying to convey. Both the institutional and the student-generated
data went through the same iconographic analysis in which the images were analyzed for what
they denoted and connoted using a Black aesthetics lens to examine how Blackness and Being
functioned in the aesthetic discourse. Conducting the iconographic analysis involved the coding
process similar to other methods of qualitative coding, which required another level of immersion into the dataset. The themes that emerged from the content analysis were then analyzed using iconographic analysis to delve deeper into the discourse as revealed by the overarching
themes connoted and denoted about student success from the perspective of the participants and
the institution.
Content Analysis. The content analysis began with the goal of familiarizing myself with
the data in order to identify codes and then analyze the data based on those codes. I prepared the
student-generated and institutional data for analysis by uploading all the assignments, university
documents, and found images to Atlas.ti. The data was then separated and grouped as studentgenerated data or institutional data and analyzed by those groupings. An inductive content analysis was employed to derive codes related to student success based on the assignments students
submitted and the found visual data from the institution. Qualitative content analysis, as described by Elo and Kyngas (2008), consists of three phases: preparation, organizing, and reporting.
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Figure 6. Inductive content analysis phases: preparation, organizing, and resulting (Elo & Kyngas, 2008).

The primary focus of the preparation phase is to select a unit of analysis which can range
from a word or theme to a protocol or focus on the research questions of the study. For the purposes of this study the units of analysis were the student assignments and their respective responses, and depictions of student success policies and practices in all visual data (including students’ written text) as well as the institutional data that consisted of found images and text.
The organizing phase of the inductive approach to content analysis begins with open coding
which is conducted by reading through the data repeatedly to record common themes that emerge
around the identified units of analysis. The categories act as a means for describing the phenomenon. As a researcher conducting an inductive content analysis, I made decisions, through my interpretive process, on which codes to group into categories. The categories of themes that emerge
from the open coding process are then grouped under higher order headings that capture the
overall themes of the initial codes and speak to the research questions of the study.
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The next level of the analysis involves abstraction, which takes the initial subcategories
and condenses them into larger categories that were then grouped into another level into a main
category. Using abstraction codes were condensed into main categories that are representative of
an overall theme (see Figure 7. below).

Subcategory
Generic
category
Main
Category
Figure 7. Abstraction process in content analysis.

The last step of reporting was the description of the meaning of the categories that were established and the subcategories that made up those categories. In order to make inferences about
the data that are reliable and valid, it is imperative that the description of the analysis is as detailed as possible so that clear connections are drawn between the data and the results are conceptually and empirically grounded (Elo & Kyngas, 2008).
Institutional Data: Found Images. A similar process was conducted for the content
analysis of the institutional data. This process began with the coding of the data that was classified as the intuitional data, which included the strategic plan document and found images from
the website and the student success office. As with the student data, this analysis began with
multiple readings of the data to familiarize myself with the data as a whole. The next phase of
the content analysis was the organizing phase, which started with the open coding process. The
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aim of this coding was to answer the first research question. Open coding consisted of reading
the institutional documents again and coding them in Atlas.ti by writing notes and potential
codes in the margins. The codes resulting from the open coding were then organized into coding
sheets using the code manager. The coding sheet for the institutional data yielded a set of initial
codes that describe how the university defines student success through images as well as text.
The coding sheets were then condensed into groupings of codes that summarized the codes in the
coding sheet as shown in Table 4.
Table 4
Grouping of Institutional Codes that Emerged from Coding Sheets

Groupings of codes
Black visibility/invisibility
Fungibility
Blackness and Being
What student success looks like
Differences in representation of student success
Multimodal student success
Pandemic
Black Lives Matter movement/protests

The groupings of the codes captured how the institution was communicating the discourse of student success visually and textually as well as the decisions that the university made
to arrive at that form of communication. The groups of codes were then organized into the categories seen below. These three categories encompass the themes that began to emerge from the
content analysis with regard to the university’s approach to the branding of student success,
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which was then communicated to the campus and specifically students. The final step of the organizing phase, abstraction, led to one overarching theme in response to the first research question.
Table 5
Groupings - Institutional

Coding from Groups to Categories- Institutional
Categories
Institutional representation of Black students

Groups
Black visibility/invisibility, fungibility,
Blackness and Being

Institutional aesthetics

What student success looks like, differences
in representation of student success, multimodal student success

External factor shaping institutional aesthetics Pandemic, Black Lives Matter movement/protests

Student-generated Data. Student-generated data analysis began with a content analysis
of each assignment that students were assigned and completed for the EDUC 2110 Spring
course. The initial round of the content analysis served to familiarize myself with the data as a
researcher, as I had known it first as the instructor of the course. Once the student assignments
had been uploaded for those meeting the sampling criteria, I read through each set of assignments to understand the student-generated data as a whole. This first pass at the data gave me a
sense of how students had interpreted the assignments, the importance of student success as a
concept that impacts students’ experience as learners, and to compare my experience as a Black
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graduate student to their experiences as Black undergraduate students. My reading of the identified coding units revealed some insight into how students were conceptualizing student success
through visual and textual reflections via the assignments. As shown in the table below, the initial 42 codes were condensed into 11 groupings.
Table 6
Grouping of Codes that Emerged from Coding Sheets

Groupings of codes
Authentic Self
Motivation
Non-student defined
Student-defined
Student success
Seeing yourself
Success is
Support
Not seeing you
Personal is political- researcher
Personal is political- student

The next step in the process was inductive open coding to generate notes and headings
written in the margins of each document in Atlas.ti. This process required multiple readings,
which resulted in the development of a total of 42 initial codes (see Appendix X for complete
list) that were organized into coding sheets within Atlas.ti. via the code manager function. The
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codes were then grouped into four of the following categories:1) characteristics of student success, 2) personal is political, 3) student success, and 4) when and where- representation. These
categories also provided a means for describing the visual communication of student success
from the students’ perspectives as they were grouped based on the analysis of students’ responses.
Table 7
Groupings – Student-generated

Coding from Groups to Categories- Student-generated
Categories

Groups

Characteristics of student success

Motivation, Support, Authentic self

Personal is Political

Personal is political- researcher, Personal is
political- student

When and Where-representation

Seeing you, Not seeing you

Student success

Student success, Student-defined, Non student-defined, Success is

The last step of the content analysis was the abstraction of the categories to create overarching themes. This abstraction resulted in the two overarching themes in relation to the second
and third research questions guiding the study that I will explain in more detail in the Findings
chapter.

Ethical Considerations
In thinking about the ethical considerations for this study, the main concerns are the informed consent and issues concerning the absence of harm. I do not want to assume that participants will not want to be identified as participants in visual research, and participatory studies
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decide that they want to remain identifiable. Although potential participants may not be considered vulnerable according to IRB standards, I want to consider that they are a population that is
often studied within higher education research and should be respected and not treated in any
way that exploits this subset of the student population.
The informed consent form will ask students if they are willing to participate in the study
and will include a short demographics section to determine if they meet the criteria for the
study. The demographics section will include questions on how the students identify racially/ethnically, their gender or sex, age, and years in college. Students will have the opportunity to choose what aspect of the study they would like to participate in via the consent form:
access to the course assignments as historical documents, participation in the focus group conversation, or access to class assignments and participation in interviews/focus groups.
Confidentiality and privacy of the assignments will be maintained through the online
platform that they are submitted to for all courses called iCollege. I am the instructor of record
and will be the only person with access to the course-related documents. The interviews and focus groups will be recorded with participant permission and stored in a password-protected
Dropbox folder during the course of the study. All transcriptions of interviews and focus groups
will also be stored in this password-protected folder. Any identifying information shared in the
interviews will be redacted, and names will not be associated with the course assignments or interview and focus group data unless otherwise requested by participants. All recordings from
focus groups and interviews will be destroyed after transcription. The historical data collected
from the course will not be destroyed as it will be collected from completed course assignments.
Participatory visual research has specific ethical matters to consider pertaining to power
dynamics, dissemination of research findings, and exploitation of participant data (Gubrium &
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Harper, 2016). In order for participatory projects to be ethical, they must acknowledge power
dynamics amongst co-researchers and take a step further to trouble definitions of participation.
This practice may require researchers to discuss and define participation within the confines of
the study at hand in order to clarify how participatory methods are shaping the process of the
research. Researchers may be drawn to participatory visual methods because of their "potential
to disrupt commonly accepted hierarchies between 'experts,' audiences, and local community
and present an alternative to standard methods of media circulation, as stories are shared in local, national and global settings online" (Gubrium & Harper, 2016, p. 46). Researchers who
practice participatory visual methods also warn against being tempted to commodify the findings of the research by designing studies that are only beneficial to them (Gubrium & Harper,
2016). The goal of using participatory methods is to not only invite participants into the process
but also to have an equal stake in the research process and results.
Tuck and Wang (2014) introduce the paradigm of refusal as an analytic practice. Analytic practices of refusal help researchers negotiate learning from the experiences of participants
without exploiting the pain of the participants. The authors characterize this refusal as an active
form of resistance to trading narratives of pain and humiliation to the settler-colonial gaze of the
academy in exchange for professional acclaim (Tuck & Wang, 2014). This refusal is evident in
the ways researchers choose to present or omit the data collected, the coding process, and the
claims that researchers make about the data and its meaning or significance (Tuck & Wang,
2014). Tuck and Wang (2014) recall the legal function of codes as “rules that comprise settler
colonial sovereignty (i.e., Black Codes)” and position refusal as refusing “the settler’s unquestioned right to know” (p. 812) or even ask certain questions of the participants of a study. There
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should be some consideration given to the way data is coded and the assumption that what is
more important when coding is what is appears more frequently (Patel, 2019).
The authors also caution researchers of the ethics important to institutional review
boards charged with protecting individuals over communities and their wellbeing, incentivizing
them to sell their community wisdom for the benefit of the institution (Tuck & Wang, 2014). To
further solidify this point Tuck and Wang (2014) offer three axioms of social research: a) the
subaltern can speak about their pain but nothing else, b) all knowledge is not deserved by the
academy in their collection of epistemological territories, and c) research is not always the solution. With these three axioms in mind, refusal rejects the code as a commodity or object. This is
not to say that the objectified cannot resist as Moten (2003) states that "the history of Blackness
is a testament to the fact that objects can and do resist" (pp.1), but refusal aims to resist the types
of claims that are proprietary in nature. Instead, the authors encourage researchers taking up refusal to focus on practices and collude to create social inequities rather than studying the people
impacted by those unjust systems (Tuck & Wang, 2014). They further charge researchers with
considering how they will enact refusal through their coding process as well as their safekeeping
of narratives that may be collected as part of the research but are not ours to give away (Tuck &
Wang, 2014). While these considerations are presented as analytical, they are also ethical in the
sense that they push the researcher to think beyond the surface of qualitative analysis as it is traditionally taught.
Chapter Summary
Chapter three outlined the approach to the research design, which included a detailing of
the methodologies, sampling, description of the participants, setting, data collection, and analysis
processes. The next chapter presents the findings of the Critical Multimodal Discourse Analysis.
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This chapter will begin with an introduction, the research questions and an overview of the
themes that emerged from the analysis. The analysis will then be broken down into three sections
in which the multimodal exemplars will be paired with the exemplars for each research question
in order to distinguish the student success discourse from the institutional and student perspectives.
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4 Results
Introduction
This chapter presents the iterative process that resulted in the analysis, interpretation, and the
findings. There were three research question that informed this Black aesthetics-informed critical
multimodal discourse analysis:
1. How do Black undergraduate students at Georgia State University make meaning of how
Blackness and Being function within the institution’s student success discourse, policy, and practices?
2. How do Blackness and Being function aesthetically within the student success discourse,
policies, and practices of Georgia State University, a university branded for its success in educating Black student?
3. How does Blackness and Being function within Black undergraduate students’ definitions
of student success at Georgia State University?
The first and second research questions focused primarily on the aesthetic discourse of Georgia
State University and how Blackness and Being functioned within that discourse that Black undergraduate students then had to make meaning of to navigate their educational experience. The
third research question focused on Black students’ perspective of student success including their
understanding of Blackness and Being.
Overview of themes
The following themes initially emerged from the content analysis of the institutional and
student-generated data and was affirmed by the iconographic analysis. The first theme was concerning Blackness as success in terms of when and how Black undergraduate students saw
Blackness and Being functioning throughout their meaning making process. The second theme
that emerged identified Georgia State’s aesthetics as a student success brand that represents
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Blackness and Being through Black visibility/invisibility and fungibility. The third and final
theme revealed that Black undergraduate students in the study made meaning of student success
in ways that were distinctly different from the aesthetics of Georgia State’s definitions of student
success and revealed a Black aesthetic of student success.
Blackness as Success: Now You See It, Now You Don’t
In examining how Black undergraduate students make meaning of institutional aesthetic discourse with regard to Blackness and Being, participants expressed their interpretation of Georgia
State University’s student success aesthetic discourse in terms of Black (in)visibility. Indeed, the
students recognized when and where Blackness was visible versus invisible and what that visibility or lack thereof communicated about Blackness and Being. This theme also revealed that participants differentiated between what student success meant to them versus what it meant to the
university. However, while students made meaning of their conceptions of student success in
ways that were distinct from Georgia State University, there were also times when neoliberal
concepts such as meritocracy and self-sufficiency came up in their reflections.
One example of students making meaning of Georgia State’s aesthetic discourse of student
success was through the Diversity on Tour assignment. This assignment was a version of photo
elicitation in that the virtual tour on the school website was a student facing depiction of institutional student success that students reflected on to determine how diversity was represented and
how and where Blackness and Being were depicted. This section discusses how students made
meaning of the virtual campus tour, and the analysis of their reactions to the tour and their interpretation of the student success aesthetics in their reflections.
Diversity on Tour Photo Elicitation Assignment
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The photo elicitation assignment entitled Diversity on Tour prompted students to reflect
on when and where they recognized themselves on campus as they navigated the virtual tour.
The students were encouraged to include screenshots as visual accompaniments to their reflections. The three images included below represent the images that were commonly submitted by
students for this assignment. The virtual tour also included a virtual tour guide who provides descriptions of each stop on the tour. Each of the statements given by the virtual tour guides for the
images in this section were included in their transcribed form. To analyze this assignment, I had
to amend my approach and examine these three images and their descriptions which were part of
the aesthetic presentation of the tour, followed by the students’ reflections. To demonstrate via
the exemplars how students made meaning of the images they encountered throughout the virtual
tour I will share the iconographic analysis of the three images that students highlighted, and then
integrate their reflections from the assignments to illustrate how they made meaning of this institutional discourse.
Images from Diversity on Tour
The first of the three images that students highlighted in response to this assignment was
a screenshot of Library Plaza (prior to the renovation). This screenshot from the virtual tour denotes a large outside space with multiple seating areas and walkways. People are standing and
talking, walking, and sitting throughout the space in casual clothing, some of them with bookbags. The people in this image look to be representative of the school’s student population based
on the different racial and ethnic groups that can easily be observed based on phenotypical traits
commonly associated with those groups. This image connotes a place for students to congregate
on campus in between classes. It also connotes a diverse school that offers a place of belonging
to all kinds of students (whether that is true or not). The high-rise buildings and stone or cement
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courtyard also implies that the students are in an urban environment as there is also limited green
space amongst the buildings.
As previously mentioned, there were also descriptions of each stop on the tour given by the virtual tour guide. The institution’s describes Library Plaza through the virtual tour guide as:
“Connected to some of the most important buildings on campus, Library Plaza is where
Panthers gather every day to hang out, listen to music, and clear their minds before their
next class. Students can access Langdale Hall, Kell Hall, Sparks Hall, Classroom South,
and both wings of the Library from the Plaza.” (https://welcome.gsu.edu, 2020)

Figure 8. 1 of 3 screenshots submitted as student-generated data from Georgia State University’s virtual tour

The lines recited during the tour affirmed the connotation of Library Plaza and its centrality to
the campus and as a convening space for students. It also seems to give the impression that this is
a space in which all students are welcome. The students reflected a similar sentiment about
places like Library Plaza as well as other places on campus like Student Center East, 25th Park
Place, Broad Street, or Woodruff Park as welcoming to students. However, while they recognized faces of students that they related to (other Black students), they also noticed that all of
these spaces were oriented toward social activities rather than the academics.
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When asked when and where they saw themselves through the virtual tour, students reported the school as diverse. However, they also noted at the same time that they did not see
themselves in the academic spaces such as the Petit Science Center, the College of Law, or the
Robinson College of Business. When asked what mattered to them in terms of student success
and seeing people that they could relate many of the students expressed the importance of seeing
themselves in academic spaces as much as communal spaces. Danielle described the importance
of representation in the following way:
I think these observations contribute to student success because when looking around
your school, you want to see others just like you that are thriving and on the right path to
ensure that its possible for you too. For example, if an African American came to an allwhite school, he/she may feel pressured to fit in. They don’t see themselves in this environment, so they constantly put that extra pressure and stress to ensure that they fit in
with the crowd. Pressure and stress aren’t great things to experience when trying to be
successful. They may hinder you from doing so. That isn’t how your college life should
be. It should be filled with confidence and reassurance that that school would be an environment you can be successful in. (Danielle, 2020)
Danielle, like, other students in the class could recognize the diversity on display but also see
how Black (in)visibility can contribute to the success or conversely, a hindrance to their success.
When students did not see themselves, they understood that (in)visibility was also saying something about Blackness and Being because they were clear that seeing themselves contributed to
greater student success. This observation from Danielle also revealed that students understood
that a holistic aesthetic of Blackness and Being was truly necessary for the success of Black students. From the viewpoint she and other students shared, a holistic aesthetic might include more
images of Black students in academic or non-social spaces throughout the tour.
Like the previous image, the second image was a screenshot of a location on campus that
students saw as a relatable where they could see themselves in the image. This image denotes
three people wearing bookbags walking in a crosswalk on a street with cars parked on the street
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and buildings side by side on either side. The frame of the image shows the people in the foreground and a tree-lined street with the buildings, cars, and trees on either side in the background.
This image connotes three students walking in a crosswalk on a street that students frequent in an
urban setting. There are restaurants in the background with signs and awnings lining most windows. There are also cars parked along the street which connotes a busy area of the city that has
a lot of car and pedestrian traffic. This image also connotes diversity as this is one of the only
photographs that has no visibly White students in the image. The virtual tour guide describes this
area of campus saying:
“There’s no shortage of great places to eat on campus. Students flock to Broad Street
every day to enjoy a wide variety of cuisines just steps from Aderhold and the Rialto
Center for the Arts. Grab a bite after class or before you hop on Marta, Atlanta’s public
transportation system that serves our downtown campus with three rail stations and dozens of bus routes.” (https://welcome.gsu.edu, 2020)

Figure 9. 2 of 3 screenshots submitted as student-generated data from Georgia State University’s virtual tour
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This area was another place on campus where the participants felt that they recognized themselves. The irony of this image as an example of where students saw themselves is that it is technically not a part of the campus while there are sites on the tour that are on campus where Blackness is (in)visible. If students choose places off campus as one of the places they feel most relatable, what does that mean for how comfortable they feel in some areas of campus and how might
that impact their success? This sentiment was supported by Xander’s reflection:
Students like to know that there are people like them and that they won’t be “other-ed” or
alienated. It’s reassuring to see that people of different types attend the school. The image
assures someone that they will find a place and fit in with the rest of the students. In addition, finding comfort in belonging to the school results in less stressors that’ll foil their
academic success (Xander, 2020).
Xander highlights the impact of feeling othered or alienated on student success which supports
the assertion of the overarching theme that students were interpreting institutional images that
contributed to the discourse of student success based on their relation to how Blackness and Being as he stated in his reflection that he “was mainly searching for students of African-American
descent” (Xander, 2020).. Xander’s and other students’ observations of the (in)visibility of
Blackness in some spaces on campus also alludes to the potentially damaging effect and affect of
that (in)visibility to the students its meant to encourage or welcome. Furthermore, he describes
how images can “assure” students that they belong thereby decreasing stressors that might impact student success. This insight suggests that if the students are not there then that Black
(in)visibility in the images may be causing additional stress to students which in turn negatively
impacts their success.
The last image that students submitted as a screenshot was of the International Center and
more specifically the Office of International Initiatives. This image denotes an office with a front
desk where a young Black woman is sitting behind the desk. There is also a white man sitting on
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a couch with a bookbag at his feet and papers that he is looking down at in his hands. On the
right side of the image there is a white woman sitting at a table in front of a computer. On the
walls there are three televisions behind the front desk and a large photograph of people playing
instruments. There is also an office captured in the top right corner. This image connotes an office on campus named the Office for International Initiatives as is listed on the pilar next to the
front desk. There is a Black woman who looks to be a student working behind the front desk. In
the rest of the office there are two White students, a man and a woman, who are sitting in the office, but it is unclear if they are there for an appointment or some other reason. However, it is
clear that they are not working in the same capacity as the Black student behind the desk. The
photograph on the wall does not seem to add any diversity to the office either which might imply
to Black students that they are not welcome in this office unless it is for work.
The description of this stop on the tour below implies that the office is primarily focused
on supporting students in studying or working abroad and attracting international students and
scholars to attend Georgia State University. The tour guide describes this office using the following script:
“On the third floor of Dahlberg Hall, the International Center houses the Office of International Initiatives. This is where Georgia State coordinates its global partnerships and
outreach efforts. Bringing the university and international communities together, the center not only helps students find opportunities to work and study abroad but also attracts
international students and scholars to Georgia State with unique programming”
(https://welcome.gsu.edu, 2020)
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Figure 10. 3 of 3 screenshots submitted as student-generated data from Georgia State University’s Virtual Tour

In their reflections students mentioned that as there were certain spaces on campus where
they found it easy to relate to the images, there were also offices like this one or the Business
School, the Law School or the Petit Science Center were mentioned by several students as places
where they did not see themselves. Although this image does have a Black woman working behind the desk, students still interpreted this site of the tour as space that did not feel welcome or
relatable to them. Amelia described these spaces stating:
…places such as the schools of law and business I see less of the types of students I
would identify with. It is important to see that their culture is represented or welcomed in
this environment no matter what they believe or how they go about it. No one wants to be
represented incorrectly or feel uncomfortable in a space where they not only spend
money but they also are expected to commit years to. There should be people like you
with the same beliefs and ones with different beliefs that are appreciated. I do believe that
these representations contribute to a student's success.
Amelia also provides accounts of not seeing people she could relate to, thereby alluding again to
how Black (in)visibility was glaringly apparent in how students made meaning of the images included in the tour. What Amelia reflects on in addition to the lack of representation is also the
issue of being misrepresented and how that misrepresentation can result in students feeling uncomfortable in spaces to which they have committed years of their life. The introduction of not
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only when Blackness is apparent but also the Being-ness is integral to how they interpret true
representation and support of student success.
As students made meaning of the institutional aesthetics of student success via the virtual
school tour, they described the school as diverse but also recognized how Blackness and Being
was depicted. Although participants were not introduced to the language of Blackness and Being
through the course, their reactions to the tour reflected an understanding of how the university
was saying something about both student success and Blackness and Being (the discourse) based
on how Black (in)visibility revealed itself in the tour. While students reflected on how the university had the ability to encourage and affirm students like them or other and alienate, they
highlighted the institutional power that permeated this aesthetic student success discourse. As in
the vein of social semiotics, students also recognized that the institution could affirm or other
students which meant that they acknowledged that some form of choice was being made in how
the university decided to depict Black students through the tour.
The Aesthetic is the Brand
The second research question was: How do Blackness and Being function aesthetically
within the student success discourse policies and practices of Georgia State University? This
question sought to examine how Blackness and Being function within the discourse of student
success that Georgia State University has cultivated. The overarching theme that emerged from
the analysis revealed that Georgia State University’s aesthetic reflects a student success brand
that represents Blackness and Being through Black (in)visibility and Black fungibility. To discuss this theme and the related findings analysis of data from the strategic plan and the school
website will be presented. The strategic plan represents the legacy, achievements, and future
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goals of the university as defined by the institution although not the most public-facing document. The images from the school website represent the present aesthetic discourse in a public
facing format that is most likely to reach students and most likely to show what the school wants
students to know about student success.
Past, Present, Future
The intertextual discourse of the strategic plan included images and accompanying text
that made up the aesthetics of the document. To examine the legacy, vision, and future goals of
the university regarding student success, the first four pages of the document were included in
the analysis. The CMDA (content analysis and iconographic analysis) of the strategic plan included the cover page, the preamble, and the student success goal. Although the complete document outlines the entire vision of the institution through 2021, the first four pages of the document provide the needed snapshot with a direct focus on how the institution sees their past accomplishments (legacy), the direction the institution sees itself going in for the future (vision),
and the current goals around student success and its development (goals). For additional context,
the cover page provides an introduction of the document and the aesthetic discourse taking place.
The strategic plan serves as one example of how Blackness and Being functions within their aesthetic discourse of student success.
Strategic Plan
The initial content analysis revealed that there were themes of Black (in)visibility and
Black fungibility throughout the institutional discourse of student success. The institution used
intertextual, multimodal forms of discourse to communicate what student success looks like from
their perspective. To shape the institutional discourse the university made semiotic choices regarding what types of images projected student success and how Blackness and Being would
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function within that discourse. The differences in these semiotic choices reflected the function of
Blackness and Being within the document and highlight the aesthetic work that student success
policies and practices enacts through visual communication. The iconographic analysis revealed
that the institution made the choice to use images that did not clearly reflect the Black students
attending the school on the cover or in the Preamble. As shown below in Images 1-4, while there
are students of color represented in the images, there is not a clear depiction of Black students in
the images. The images together illustrate how Black (in)visibility communicates, through intertextual text, one function of Blackness and Being within this discourse. As Sharpe (2016) puts it,
Blackness and Being examines the exclusion of Black folks from cultural, political, and social
belonging and through the first four images the exclusion of Black students is apparent in the images the institution has chosen to introduce their vision for the university.

Figure 11. Strategic Plan Cover Page Images 1. & 2.
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Figure 12. Strategic Plan Cover Page Images 1. & 2.

The Preamble included two images, photographs taken on the campus to tell a specific
story about Georgia State University, one of the images an aerial photograph of a student walking across an emblem on the floor of a building that has the name of the school and its founding
year. This image seems to bring together the past and the present in one photograph, showing the
logo and founding year and what looks like a current student in one shote. The second image included in the Preamble is a photograph of a classroom in which the composition of the photograph foregrounds what looks to be a white female student on a computer and follows the curve
of a table toward the upper left corner of the photograph with the students getting progressively
less focused. While there appear to be some students of color in this photograph, it is hard to tell
if there are any Black students present in this class. Given the context of this photograph’s placement in the Preamble, what is apparent in the semiotic choice made here is the Black (in)visibility. Given that the aim of the Preamble is to provide context for the rest of the document, these
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semiotic choices set the tone for how Blackness and Being function within the institutional discourse of student success.

Figure 13. Images included in the Preamble of the Strategi Plan.

The Student Success Goal. Goal 1 consists of four initiatives that support the overall goal
which is to “become a national model for undergraduate education by demonstrating that students from all backgrounds can achieve academic and career success at high rates.” The four initiatives that fall under Goal 1 are: 1) Increase the level of scholarship support for undergraduate
students 2) Establish a Student Success Center 3) Implement an Undergraduate Signature Experience and 4) Establish an Honors College (Strategic Plan, 4). While the preamble describes the
history of the university and its potential legacy for the future, the first goal describes initiatives
that seem oriented toward improving the academic capacity and achievement of students. On the
report website, this goal was described as “student success” so the text defining the goal and the
initiatives within it were included with the images for added context (Strategic Plan, 4).
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Figure 14. An Image of Text Used to Describe the Student Success Goal in the Strategic Plan

The images that accompanied the student success goal are the first instance where Black students are clearly represented in this document. There are five images total associated with the
student success goal that ranged from photographs of classrooms, the library, and students at
graduation. The first two images are photographs of classroom settings in which Black people
are foregrounded even as there are non-Black students around the periphery of the frame, a semiotic choice determined that the Black people in the photograph would be the focus.
In the first image, this was achieved by focusing in on the Black woman in the center of the
photograph who looks to be studiously taking notes in a class. While she is in clear focus in the
center of the frame, the other students at the edges are blurred. Although one of the students in
the periphery looks like a Black woman as well, the importance of this image in comparison to
all the preceding images is that a Black woman is now the focus. Now that the university is referencing student success, Black students are no longer (in)visible.
In the following image, there is another Black person as the focus although this time it is hard
to tell what role or capacity this Black man serves in this photograph. He is in clear focus at the
center with two out of focus women on either side that look like students working on a project.
In both cases, Black fungibility seems to be at work to propel the brand of student success.
Whereas the legacy and vision for the future show non-Black students, the student success goal
is communicating that when they reference “demonstrating that students from all backgrounds
can achieve academic and career success at high rates,” (Strategic Plan, p. ) they are speaking
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with a specific population of students in mind, Black students. Black fungibility is evident in the
semiotic choice to use Black students for this point rather than the legacy and vision for the future of the school.

Figure 15. Two Images Used to Introduce the Student Success Goal in the Strategic Plan

The last three images included in the section on student success show students in different
areas of campus that might represent places where successful students can be found and what
they would be doing. For example, in the one of these three images students are wearing caps
and gowns and look like they are coming from a graduation ceremony. Again, there is a Black
student as the focal point of the photograph but this time along with a non-Black student. This
connotes the importance of graduation for Black students as a signifier of student success, which
also implies that Black undergraduate graduation rates are integral to the student success brand
that has been crafted. Conversely, in the following two images students are shown in different
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areas of the library but neither of the images clearly shows Black students as in the previous images. By making the semiotic choice not to focus on Black students in the library, the images
again, highlight Black (in)visibility and Black fungibility. The Black students are clearly not visible in these two images and furthermore are not presented in a space most associated with academic success. This (in)visibility also affirms the notion that the students that need to achieve at
high rates in academics and career are the Black students who are not present in the library.

Figure 16. Three Images Framing the Student Success Goal in the Strategic Plan

For all of the intertextual data associated with the goal of student success the function of
Blackness and Being was reflected in where students were (in)visible and how they were being
used to communicate about the brand of student success that Georgia State has cultivated. The
second component of the institutional student success discourse that emerged from the analysis
was regarding the public facing communication of this brand which students are more likely to
interface with on a daily basis. The next section will explain how intertextual data composed of
found images and text from the school website which was analyzed to understand how the more
public facing aspects of the aesthetic student success discourse communicate Georgia State University’s brand of student success.
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Students See a Brand Not an Invitation. An analysis of the images on the main campus
website further examined the overarching theme that identified the institutional aesthetics of student success as a brand that reflects Black (in)visibility and Black fungibility. Collected images
from the main campus website included social media posts and images from student-facing
webpages (admissions, student success, the homepage). Similar to the images from the strategic
plan, this multimodal and intertextual data was found and curated as part of this institutional data
set. As with the images in the strategic plan, these images were analyzed using CMDA which included content analysis and iconography. Amongst the data set were social media posts of students past and present, images and welcomes to incoming students, and data reflecting the
change in branding over the course of the study. These three areas of public-facing data illustrate
how the brand of student success was curated to communicate messaging to students that reflects
the function of Blackness and Being in that align with Black (in)visibility and Black fungibility.
The first two images are from one social media post that was shared on the school website
congratulating alumni on their accomplishments post-graduation. For the image of the young
man the photograph in the image denotes a person that could be described as a non-Black man
holding a brass instrument and smiling while facing the camera. Underneath the photograph is a
banner congratulating them with their name and the word “congratulations” in all caps and under
it their current position. On the left side of the image there is text further congratulating the alum
as well as another former student, accompanied by the hashtags #thestateway and #proudpost.
This image connotes a social media post sharing a congratulatory message that celebrates the accomplishments of two of the institution’s alumni and the pride that they have brought to the
school as a result. The second half of this social media post denotes an Instagram post with a
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photograph of four people, two adults and two children, all smiling. The people are standing outside beside a car and in front of a house. The photograph looks like a family photo with a woman
who appears to be White and a non-Black man, each holding young girls that appear to be their
daughters. The woman is wearing a tiara and holding flowers as well which seems to be celebratory. This image connotes an institutional social media post to showcase the accomplishments of
past alumni as they celebrate their success with their family “The State Way”.

Figure 17. A Social Media Post from the School Website Congratulating Two Alumni

In addition to posts of alumni congratulating them on their accomplishments, posts to the
school website also showcase students engaged in professional development experiences that
align with the career success component of the student success goal. An example of this aspect
of the branding as well as the function of Blackness and Being can be observed through the next
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two social media posts of current students. The first post denotes a social media post on Instagram that was reposted to the school website. The photograph in the image denotes a person
who looks to be a White woman wearing a blazer and facing the camera with her shoulders at an
angle and a serious expression on her face. On the right side of the pose there is a paragraph of
text with a long quote from, I assume, the person in the photograph. The text takes up more than
half of the post on a white background. This post connotes a professional headshot of a current
student that has taken part in a professional development program on campus. The text on the
right has quotes from the student integrated into a summary of their experience in the program
and their aspirations for the future. Through this post there is a sense that the goal is to introduce
this student as an example of success and also give her the opportunity to speak to that success.

Figure 18. A Social Media Post from the School Website Congratulating Two Alumni

Conversely, the following social media post featuring a Black woman student is far less
descriptive and offers no quotes from the student describing her experience that is presented as
student success. This image denotes an Instagram post with a photograph on the left and black
text over a white background on the right. The photograph was taken outside a building with the
writing identifying it as the “State Bar of Georgia” on the columns at the top of stairs which the
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student is standing at the bottom of holding what looks like a book or laptop. The student appears
to be a Black woman wearing all black and smiling at the camera. On the right side of the post is
a short caption that provides information about her major and internship. This image connotes a
social media post of a Black woman student posing outside the office where she interns in downtown Atlanta. She looks excited and proud to work for the State Bar of Georgia as she smiles toward the camera from the front steps of their office. The caption gives some information about
her but does not give much insight noting only her major and internship. The caption closes with
the hashtag #TheStateWay.
In comparing the two professional development-oriented posts, it becomes glaringly clear
that their success is not shown in the same way. While the post of the White woman student tells
a story about her success, the post about the Black woman student is basic information that could
be found in the school directory instead of the personalized post for the other student. This treatment of the two post contributes to the brand and aesthetic discourse of student success by presenting to students enrolled in the institution how the importance of these students’ stories. For
the Black student shown here, she is visible, but her image is commodified for the needs of this
brand as she is treated as an object to show their brand rather than as a person with a story and
perspective on her success.

Figure 19. Social Media Post of Student Intern from GSU Website
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A Change in the Brand. The last example of the how Blackness and Being is represented
via the institutional student success brand illustrates how the university pivoted aesthetically during the COVID-19 pandemic and the Movement for Black Lives. This change was evident in the
communication around the new policies and practices to manage the spread of COVID-19 and
their goal to continue to ensure academic and career goals toward student success. To ensure that
students and the campus community at large were aware of the continued success of the institution, an article about Georgia State University was reposted to the website announcing that
grades had continued to soar even in the midst of the pandemic. The following image was a
screenshot of an article that featured Georgia State and was shared on the website. The image denotes an article on an online periodical with the headline, “This public US university has seen
grades soar despite Covid. What is it doing right?” This headline is accompanied by a photograph collage of the campus community as they adjusted to the pandemic. This image connotes
an online article lauding the university’s support of low-income students in academic success.
The photographs in this image confirm that the university is indeed doing everything right,
showing the processes they have put in place to combat the pandemic are working.
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Figure 20. Screenshot of Story from The Guardian Posted to the GSU Website

In addition to the post of the article lauding the university for their support of students
through the pandemic, there were also posts addressing students directly as they prepared to return to campus. Of the two posts included in this analysis, the first post denotes a social media
post with a caption on the right and a photograph on the left. In the photograph, a young Black
woman is wearing a t-shirt, pants, a mask, and glasses. She is standing in a building, in front of a
doorway. In the top left corner of the photograph, there is a reply to a comment on the post with
the question in-text, “Why did you choose to live in GSU Housing?” On the right side of the post
is a paragraph addressing students and welcoming them back to campus. The post is also an announcement of a social media competition. The post ends with the hashtags #thestateway,
#rhagsu, #gsuhousing, #georgiastateuniversity. This image connotes a social media post reposted
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to the school website announcing a competition for students returning to campus during the pandemic. The post announces up to $400 in prizes for students that submit a TikTok or video showing that they are creative or funny with the words “when in doubt just make us laugh!!” This post
also connotes that the school encourages students to celebrate being back in on-campus housing
after being at home for a semester. This image also showcases the pandemic's new realities,
showing students the expectations for mask-wearing as students return to on-campus housing. In
addition to the enthusiasm around the return to campus, this post also connotes Black students as
entertainment rather than the academic aspects that might inform the return to campus. This use
of images of Black students, speaks again to the fungibility of Blackness in the institutional discourse. Black aesthetics might read this as another instance of Blackness treated as fungible, to
depict Black students when it suits the brand but not necessarily in ways that reflect how Black
students would like to be engaged or represented.

Figure 21. Social Media Post Welcoming Students Back to Campus with a Performance-based Contest

The following image shown below is another Instagram post shared on the school website during the same period. This image denotes a social media post with a photograph of a nonBlack young man wearing a mask with the school mascot, a t-shirt, and jeans while standing out-
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side on what is assumed to be the Georgia State’s campus. On the right side of the post is the accompanying caption welcoming first-year students and announcing another competition. This
post connotes a welcome message to incoming students and an announcement of another competition encouraging them to show their school pride by posting a picture or video of them in their
new hat (assumed to have been received during orientation). There is another offer of prizes, and
throughout the post, the hashtags #PantherFamily and #TheStateWay are used to reinforce the
cultivation of school spirit in #TheStateWay. Here, the student photographed is modeling for
new students the realities of attending the school during the pandemic, however this student is
not charged with performing for a prize or associated with entertaining as part of the branding.
The differences in how these students are presented may be communicating to students that
Blackness is still expected to act in service of something outside or other than itself.

Figure 22. Social Media Post Welcoming Students to Campus with Contest Posting Video or Picture

The last two images included in the institutional data are from photographs taken when
Bill Gates visited the campus to hear about Georgia State’s student success efforts and achievements. The first of these two images denotes a photograph with a closeup focus of one young
white man and one older White man sitting on a couch, looking down at the phone in the older
white man’s hands. The image connotes two men in deep conversation, sitting in close proximity
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to each other on a couch. They are both dressed in business casual clothing which suggests that
they do not know each other well or that they are connecting as part of a professional event.
Their body language of both sitting with their bodies turned toward each other also suggests that
they are engaged in the conversation.

Figure 23. A Photograph on the School Website of Bill Gates Visit to Campus Prior to 2020

The following image from the same visit denotes a photograph of a group of people sitting in a room that looks like a communal sitting area. There is a couch, chairs, and a coffee table
that everyone is gathered around, all facing the man in the center. This photograph differs from
the one before it in that the focus is much further out and captures everything surrounding the
group such as the stairs in the background. This image connotes a group of students sitting
around the visiting man at the center as part of a professional experience. This image also showcases a more diverse and varied representation of the student population at Georgia State University. The significance of the context of this photograph is also that initially the image above was
posted to the website, but later on the image changed to the one described here. Prior to the
Movement for Black lives there had been less imagery on the website that reflected the actual
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population of students enrolled. That prior (in)visibility suggests that there was a different narrative that the brand intended to communicate that then had to change to accommodate the push for
more accountability from the campus community regarding the support of Black students and
faculty.

Figure 24. Photograph on the School Website of Bill Gates’ Visit after 2020

Analytic Memo #1
The purpose of this analytic memo is twofold, to integrate observations from my fieldnotes and a summary of further analysis that emerged from iconographic analysis of the images.
Observations I conducted over the course of data collection reflected snapshots of the context of
the institution at the time of the study. These observations occurred from the proposal stage of
the study through the data collection and included campus events related to student success and
Black undergraduate student experiences.
One of the observations was of a community forum announcing the diversity efforts on
campus with a specific focus on faculty of color recruitment and retention. This forum revealed
how faculty of color and especially Black faculty were reacting to the institution’s treatment of
Black administrators and faculty on campus. This insight illustrates the treatment of Blackness
and Being from the perspective of Several themes that emerged from the public forum as specific
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concerns of Black faculty were recruitment power of Atlanta as an ecosystem, commitment to
diversity and inclusion as a university-wide priority, and the burdens of Black faculty. Themes
that emerged as concerns across all the faculty were: fear and mistrust of administrators, marketdriven culture infiltrating higher education, lack of transparency around tenure and promotion,
and the consolidation of the community colleges. In thinking about my experiences as a graduate
student, I wondered if others were feeling similarly in regard to the way that Blackness and Being was both represented and enacted on campus. This forum illustrated that the faculty of color,
and specifically Black faculty were grappling with similar experiences of navigating how Blackness and Being functioned in and through the institution.
As evidenced by the concerns lifted by Black faculty and administrators in conjunction
with my own experiences, the social context in which the institutional data was situated began to
emerge with greater clarity. As the repercussions of the pandemic began to unfold and the impact
of the Movement for Black Lives became apparent shifts also began to show up in the images on
the school website. For example, the images of students with masks or the shift to images that
illustrated the true representation of the student population. Over the course of the study, it became clear that Blackness and its aesthetic value and function evolved as the social context and
circumstances evolved.
Blackness, Being, and Aesthetics as a Story of Student Success
The third theme that emerged from the CMDA was that Black undergraduate students in the
study made meaning of student success in ways that were distinctly different from the aesthetics
of Georgia State’s definitions of student success and revealed a Black aesthetic of student success. When Black students described their definitions of student success from their perspectives
there were concepts commonly used in relationship to how they understood student success such
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as motivation, goal-oriented, mindfulness across priorities, community, and authentic self (as
seen below in Figure X.) These concepts presented themselves throughout the analysis in the
multimodal, intertextual data in this study in the images and text from the data set. For each of
these concepts there were sub-concepts that contributed to their definition and understanding of
the concepts.

• Persistence
• Overcoming struggles

Motivation

• Career
aspirations

GoalOriented
• Balance
• Mental
health

Mindfulness
across
priorities

Community

• Joy

• Communal successes

Authentic
Self

Figure 25. Visualization of concepts participants named as related to their student success.

Student Success Looks Like…Gallery Walk Assignment
The gallery walk photovoice assignment entitled “Student Success Looks Like…," asked
the students to submit an image or photograph that they felt represented student success. I then
printed out all of the images and posted them to the walls of the classroom to create a gallery of
student success. We then used the images to inform a silent conversation first, in which students
walked around the gallery making notes with questions or comments using post-it notes. After
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the students had finished walking around the room, we had an open discussion in the class about
what they observed while looking at their classmates’ depictions of student success. To analyze
this assignment, I used the same method of iconographic analysis to examine how the Black undergraduate students in the course defined student success visually. The analysis is divided into
two sub-groups of images: photographs or images of people and abstract images.
When students were asked what student success looked like to them, they chose images
that fell into three categories: a) images of graduates of color, b) abstract images representing
student success, and c) animated images or word diagrams. In illustrating what student success
looked like to them, students
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Figure 26. Three Photographs Submitted by Students for Photovoice Gallery Walk Assignment.

The first image described in this section is a photograph of the former First Lady,
Michelle Obama, that a student submitted as their image representing student success. The image
denotes a photo of a Black woman wearing a cap and gown, facing the camera, and smiling. This
image connotes a graduation photograph of the former First Lady smiling at the camera. It also
connotes an image that the student related to and felt represented student success for them. Similarly, the second image is a photograph looks like a celebration of graduation from college. This
image denotes a group of Black people laughing and smiling, dressed in their caps and gowns for
graduation. The people in the picture are not looking directly into the camera but look excited
and joyful. The image connotes a group of friends that are celebrating their graduation from college. The school looks like it might be an HBCU given that all the students in the photograph
look like Black graduates. This connotes that the student may see success as not just their graduation alone, but also of their friends, their community. The last of the images of people submitted
was one of a woman holding a diploma in the air. The image depicts a woman, possibly Asian,
wearing a cap and gown with her hand in the air gripping a rolled-up piece of paper that looks
like a diploma. This image connotes a student in a cap and gown, triumphantly holding their di-
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ploma in the air after graduating. Although this student in this image doesn’t look like the student who submitted it, the importance of graduating resonates as a component of how they define student success.
The second set of images were more abstract in content and meaning. Several of the images were photographs while others were illustrated infographics and art. The first image denotes
a photograph taken from inside a car, through the windshield, showing a sunset. The image connotes a driver of or passenger in a car capturing the sunset while taking a drive. When the student
described their photo during the gallery walk, they spoke of freedom. For that student this image
may also connote success as the freedom to do what they want. The second image denotes a photograph of a corner of a tile floor filled with mason jars with names on them and bright pink paper inside. There is also a small plant sitting behind the jars on the floor. This image connotes
jars of notes to students in a class taught by the student to remind them of their accomplishments
in the classroom.

Figure 27. Three Photographs Submitted by Students for Photovoice Gallery Walk Assignment.

The third set of images consisted of graphic illustrations with animations or words illustrating how they expressed student success via photovoice. The first of the three images denotes
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an animated image of a smiling Black woman wearing professional dress and carrying a suitcase
as she walks up a set of stairs that a hand is drawing. The woman in the image is in color while
the hand to the right of the woman and the stairs are in black and white. The image connotes a
woman who is walking toward success as she is in professional attire, smiling and literally moving up. The student may have chosen this as a representation of herself as she chose an image
that depicted a Black woman with natural hair, although animated.

Figure 28. The First of the Third Set of Graphic Images Submitted for the Gallery Walk Assignment.

The second image denotes an infographic for “The Belief & Success Cycle” with four arrows in varying colors making a circle to convey the cycle of belief, potential, action, and results.
This image connotes a possible belief system that the student holds around student success which
implies that the student subscribed to meritocracy as part of their beliefs around student success.
The graphic implies, similarly to meritocracy, that belief produces success despite the systemic
barriers that may also impact success. The last image in this sub-group denoted a graphic image
of a street poll with signs with different words pointing in different directions. The words on the
signs are advice, helpful, support, thoughtful, assistance, and guidance. This image connotes a
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street sign with words that the student connects to their definition of student success although it
is not clear if these words represent support that the student is expecting from somewhere else.
Both of the images below suggest that the students may have bought into, to some degree, the
institutional discourse on student success as it pertains to neoliberal ideals such as meritocracy.

Figure 29. The Two Additional Graphic Images Submitted for the Gallery Walk Assignment.

What Student Success Looks Like on Black Students
Personal is Political Photo Elicitation Assignment
The “Personal is Political” photo elicitation assignment completed by the students asked
them to share a photograph or images that represented their most authentic self, paired with a reflection. The students described why they chose that particular image, what it means to show up
as their authentic self, and how their personal identity impacts their perspectives on education
and their success. Although the student-generated data was approved to be treated as a secondary
data source for this study, ethically, I felt that the images that were portraits or selfies were redacted. As Tuck and Yang (2014) argue, using refusal as an analytic practice offers researchers
the praxis to object to the settler colonialist gaze that often permeates our research through the
objectification of our participants. To respect the vulnerability that the students shared with me
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as the instructor and honor their responses, I decided to present thick, rich, descriptive vignettes
of the images that would be identifiable and attach their pseudonyms to differentiate them. So,
although presented a bit differently from the iconographic analysis of the images, I sought to provide a similar form of analysis that weaves what is denoted and connotes together to present how
the students aesthetically understood their authentic selves and aesthetic function of Blackness
and Being in their conceptions of authentic self, success, and education.
Through this assignment students communicated their perspective on authenticity as it
related to their success as a student and a future educator through their chosen image or photograph and reflection. For about half of the participants their image of choice was a portrait of
themselves taken by them (a selfie) or someone else. Both the content analysis and the iconographic analysis revealed that the portraits of students shared an aesthetic that presented their
Blackness as the focus and connected that Blackness to joy, personhood and authenticity as contributors to their success. Students described their authentic self as engaging, joyful, and being
your full, unadulterated self. For many of the students, this presented itself as an embodiment of
authentic joy. One example is of Brittany (a pseudonym) who submitted a selfie which I described as:
Standing in an outside shopping center, she is in the foreground of the picture standing on a bridge or overarching walkway of some kind. It looks to be one of the warmer
months based on her outfit of a Black romper and denim jacket as well as the clothes of
others in the background of the photograph. There are a few signs telling us what stores
are close by as well as greenery draping across balconies and trellises framing the image.
Brittany is in the middle of the frame, holding onto a banister with one hand and partially
covering her face with the other as if to stifle a laugh as she was smiling when the photograph was taken. She looks at ease although maybe a bit shy since she is covering her
smile a little bit.
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For Brittany, success meant being able to show up as her “authentic self” which also meant that
she could be express her joy through laughter as a student and a future educator. She describes
this photograph as capturing her authentic self, stating
I picked this picture because I truly feel like I am myself and my happiest when I am
laughing. I am the type of person that is always laughing and always looking for a good
laugh. To me to show up as your authentic self means to be the most version of you that
you can be. This is not the person that was influenced by anyone else. This is the person
that was created to be on this Earth to be who they want to be. Like I said earlier, this picture shows that of me because I am laughing, and that giggly person is the person who is
truly me. I think this picture in a way represents a way of how I want to teach. I want positivity and laughter to radiate throughout my classroom. I want my students to feel like
school is an enjoyable place and love the idea of learning something new… I believe in
order to learn something, students must be engaged and want to learn, they need to be excited about learning. I believe this type of environment will allow students to thrive and
be successful.
Her explanation of what would make her successful in her future career also reflected this theme
of authenticity to which joy is integral. Not only are joy and laughter integral to her personal success but she also explains how as an educator this joy contributes to student success because as
students find joy in school, they become excited about learning something new. She proposed
that the environment and the joy she feels in that environment impacts her success and the success of her future students.
Michael. Michael submitted two images of stock photographs of pineapples to represent
his authentic self. The first image submitted denotes a photograph of a whole pineapple sitting
upright with a white background. The second photograph denotes two fresh pineapples, one
sliced on a cutting board with a knife beside it and the other lying whole beside it in the top right
corner of the frame. These images connote two perspectives of pineapples which, according to
his reflection, represent different parts of him as he understands himself. He describes the “image
as having two sides to it” (Michael, 2020). The outer peel is protective, and the leaves on top
represent his crown, while the inside is the real him, which is “gentle, delicate, and very nice”
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(Michael, 2020). Michael also reflected that in regard to student success, people are often judged
by outside appearances, but as people get to know them, they can recognize their strengths. He
also described success as having irrefutable value stating, “Once [you] get your degree and anything you learn, no one can ever take that away from you. No matter if you are a college professor or a Plummer” (Michael, 2020).

Figure 30. An Image of Pineapples Submitted by Michael as His Authentic Self.

Xander. Xander submitted an animated image that looks like it could be clip art or a
stock image with his reflection on his authentic self. This image denotes an animated figure that
looks like a white man wearing a blue shirt and red tie and a red bandana or scarf tied around his
head. The man is sitting at a desk with a cup of coffee and a pencil in his hand surrounded by
mounds of paper and looks like he is diligently working through the pile. This image and the reflection connote a version of procrastination which Xander describes as a version of him that
procrastinates in his academic work, which he describes as potentially damaging to his overall
success as a student and his future success as an educator. Although he says that procrastination
has worked for him in the past, he contradicts that assessment later, saying,
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To be a successful student and a teacher, I need to show more of the authentic self and
apply myself in everything I do. I need to shake off the habit of procrastination and present the self that will carry me to success. (Xander, 2020)
This is close to his reflection in conjunction with the image he chose to reflect as his authentic
self may speak to how the students saw themselves as multifaceted regarding how they could be
aesthetically represented.

Figure 31. A Graphic Image Submitted by Xander as His Authentic Self.

Danielle. Like Xander, Danielle also chose an image that looked like a stock photo to represent a sentiment or character trait they attributed to their authentic self although it did not resemble them physically. The image denotes a photograph of a White baby sitting on the beach and
the text “Do the right thing” in the right top corner of the image. This image connotes a White
baby wearing a white and green shirt with his fist bawled up in front of him and a furrowed brow
and possibly grumpy expression on his face. The words “do the right thing” imply that his expression is meant to confirm the sentiment. Danielle described this image as representing her
commitment to doing the right thing for yourself. She further explained that doing the right thing
ultimately contributes to sustained education and success. When she reflected on student success,
it seemed to be in a meritocratic way that aligns with the institution's prevailing ideology.
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Figure 32. A Graphic Image Submitted by Danielle as Her Authentic Self.

Jerica. Jerica submitted an image denoting a stock image of a motivational text with multicolored words in differing fonts and sizes to emphasize different parts of the sentence. The image
connotes a motivational text similar to motivational posters for classrooms or offices. The text
proclaims the word leadership in big blue letters which imply the importance of that word in relation to the others in the text. The other word that is boldly displayed in red is the word responsibility. This text is rounded out with the emphasis on the phrase “not making excuses” which
implies a subscription to the prevalent ideology of meritocracy promoted via the institution. If
Jerica submitted this image representing her definition of student success, then she may believe
that if she is failing it may be because she is making excuses, which absolves the institution of
any responsibility or answerability to students in reaching the standards for student success that
they have established, implemented and promoted.
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Figure 33. An Image of a Quote Submitted by Jerica as Her Authentic Self.

Analytic Memo #2
This analytic memo encompasses the fieldnotes I took after classes as I taught them leading up to the pandemic, the pre- and post essay reflections, and a summary of connections from
the analysis of the student-generated data above. The reflections captured observations of the students as they created the student-generated data analyzed within this dissertation. The pre- and
post essays asked students to describe their definitions of student success at the beginning and
end of the semester as well as how they thought it informed their roles as students and future
teachers. The summary of connections from the analysis above provides additional context of
how the data reflects themes of power within this aesthetic, multimodal student success discourse.
The gallery walk assignment provided participants the opportunity to speak to their aesthetic of student success through photovoice in hopes that it would give them the chance to express their perspective with images that represented their definition of student success. As the instructor I was guiding students through the exercise, after the class was over, I took notes to document what I had observed. One of the themes that I observed was that some students were intentional in finding pictures that looked more like them to represent their vision of student success while others picked more generic stock photos or abstract photos to represent student success. As students discussed the gallery walk images, I observed students thinking more deeply
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than they did in our initial class conversations about contributors to student success such as colorism, tracking, assumptions, stereotypes, and the potentially traumatic effects of those experiences. It appeared that students were thinking about the connections between the aesthetics of
student success and how its policies and practices are implemented.
The photo elicitation assignments titled Diversity on Tour and Personal is Political were
assignments that were completed by students outside the classroom. Although I was not able to
observe the students in the process of completing these assignments, I was able to observe the
connections that they made between the reading, class conversations, and the photo elicitation
reflections. For example, students participated in the guided virtual tour of the campus and reflected on the diversity, or lack thereof, in representation of people that they related to as they
moved through the tour. Students were then able to connect their reflections from this exercise
back to the class conversations on diversity and equity.
A review of the pre- and post essays in the content analysis revealed that students made
distinctions between when they were defining student success and when others were defining
student success around them. One example is how students reflected on the importance of
grades, they acknowledged that they were an important step toward achieving the goal of earning
their degree, it wasn’t more important than character, or showing up as their authentic selves.
Distinctions such as this were often made by students, indicating that the degree itself was not
the singular indicator of their success. Success also included family, morals, community, and
mindfulness were a few of the other factors that the mentioned. These distinctions in how student
success was described through text and images illustrated that students were developing, if not
already developed, a clear perspective of their definition of student success.
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Chapter Summary
This chapter outlined the Black aesthetics-informed critical multimodal discourse analysis
first by reintroducing the problem, the Black aesthetics lens, and research questions. Each of the
overarching themes were presented with the supporting institutional and student-generated data
illustrating the student success discourse established by the university, Black undergraduate students’ meaning making of this student success discourse, and how Black undergraduate students
define student success for themselves, their families, and communities. The next chapter focuses
on the discussion or interpretation of the themes that emerged from the analysis as well as the
implications of those findings. Followed by the discussion are the boundaries and limitations
which shaped the findings of the study. The chapter concludes with the future research and recommendations that emerged from the findings.
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5 Discussion
Introduction
The three primary aims of this dissertation were: 1) to investigate what, if anything, institutional student success policies, and practices visually communicate to Black students about
Blackness aesthetically, 2) to examine what these dimensions of Black life-worlds mean to Black
students with respect to student success, and 3) to investigate how Black undergraduate students
defined student success. Purpose of this study is to 1) use Black aesthetics and Critical Multimodal Discourse Analysis to examine what and how Georgia State University communicates
about Blackness and Being in this multimodal discourse of student success through the related
policies and practices and 2) to examine how Black undergraduate students make meaning of
these depictions of student success as well as what Blackness and Being mean to them. There
were three research questions informing this line of inquiry:
1. How do Black undergraduate students at Georgia State University make meaning of how
Blackness and Being function within the institution’s student success discourse, policy, and practices?
2. How do Blackness and Being function aesthetically within the student success discourse, policies, and practices of Georgia State University, a university branded for its success in educating
Black student?
3. How does Blackness and Being function within Black undergraduate students’ definitions of
student success at Georgia State University?
Findings and Themes
The findings and themes that emerged from the black aesthetics-informed critical multimodal
discourse analysis included three overarching themes that aligned with one of each the research
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questions. The first overarching theme that emerged from the analysis concerns how Black undergraduate students make meaning of institutional student success policies and practices
through the aesthetic discourse communicated to them via documents such as the strategic plan
and more public facing modes of communication such as the school’s website and social media.
This theme reveals that the meaning making process for Black undergraduate students is shaped,
in part, by their interpretation of the institutional aesthetic discourse of student success. As such,
their interpretation of the function of Blackness and Being at Georgia State University was informed by the semiotic choices the institution made when depicting Blackness and Being. As indicated in the student-generated data, students made identified where they saw themselves and
how they saw themselves, which made it possible to make connections regarding how they may
interpret the function of Blackness and Being here.
The second overarching theme was concerning how Blackness and Being function within the
institutional branding of student success. The findings exposed that Georgia State’s aesthetics
function as a student success brand that represented Blackness and Being through Black (in)visibility and fungibility. This meant that the university made specific semiotic choices that contributed to an overarching narrative of student success that they wanted to convey. The study illustrated that the narrative they chose to create and promote was one in which Blackness and Being
operated to support their goals to be a leader in student success within higher education but did
not incorporate Black students’ or their communities’ understanding of student success into that
narrative.
The third overarching theme that came from the findings related to how Blackness and Being
functioned within Black undergraduate students’ definitions of student success (aesthetically).
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The theme revealed that Black undergraduate students in the study made meaning of student success in ways that were distinctly different from the aesthetic branding of student success Georgia
State presented. This is not to say that students never reflected beliefs that aligned with those of
the university but that they also retained parts of their own conceptions of student success. The
student-generated data collected from the course assignments supports the conclusion that Black
undergraduate students presented a version of Black student success that also reflected a Black
aesthetic.
What Does it All Mean: Black Student Perspectives?
The findings of the first research question regarding how Blackness and Being function aesthetically in the student success policies and practices of Georgia State University implicated that
the institution and the Black students in the study defined student success differently. When
Black students made meaning of institutional student success through responses to class assignments, they spoke to the exclusion of Blackness in their representation in spaces on campus like
the graduate schools, Honors College and other buildings that are seen as academic. Conversely,
they saw themselves in those spaces deemed social such as outside courtyards where students
convene for events, the gym, or general education buildings where events other than classes take
place.
Black students’ recognition of how institutional depictions of Blackness were represented in
spaces on campus aligned with the spatial Black aesthetics that Summers (2019) describes in her
book, Black in Place: The Spatial Aesthetics of Race in a Post-Chocolate City, chronicling her
examination of the spatial aesthetics of gentrification in Washington D.C. As Summers found in
her study of spatial aesthetics, “the built environment shapes the movement of racialized bodies
in the same way that these bodies shape the built environment” (p. 145), which is reflected in the
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spatial aesthetics of Georgia State University as evidenced by the institutional data and studentgenerated data. While Summers (2019) writes about the dynamics of a gentrifying D.C., there are
similarities in the spatial dynamics of other predominately black cities such as Atlanta. For example, the gentrification of Atlanta in and around Georgia State has become a space where the
“white spatial imaginary and the Black spatial imaginary meet” (Summers, 2019, p. 148), but often clash as Black students and educators are displaced to make way for spaces that meet the
needs of the White students they are seeking to attract in the future (Council et al., 2021). It is
this construction of this campus environment in alignment with Georgia State University’s vision
that aims to “contain Blackness” (Summers, 2019, p. 166) to specific spaces on campus and define student success in ways that are not actually connected to students’ academic achievement,
the community, or the authentic selves that Black students described as integral to their definitions of success. Instead, what was evident from Black students’ meaning making of the institutional conceptions of student success was what Blackness was employed in the interest of diversity strategies meant to show the supposed success of Black students without any regard for what
Black students considered success (Summers, 2019).
The Aesthetics of Blackness and Being at the Institutional Level
At the institutional level, Blackness and Being as employed by the university to fashion a
specific brand of student success aligned with the school's reputation as a top graduator of Black
undergraduate students through interventions that were not specific to Black students. While the
institution is lauded for its success in graduating Black students, they describe the methods as
working despite their Blackness. The university touted their success as a result of analytics and
colorblind advising focused on getting students to graduation in six years or less. Findings also
illustrated that while the institution celebrates their success in raising the outcomes related to
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graduation, their use of images with Black students are often specific to institutional outcomes
around student success and graduation (expectedly) and extracurricular activities such as sports
or clubs, but (in)visible in reference to the legacy of the school, the future direction of the university (if not concerning graduation rates), and representation in spaces associated with honors
courses, STEM or post-graduate studies on campus. The (in)visibility of Black students in these
areas within school documents (i.e., website, strategic plan, social media) has implications for
the aesthetic function of Blackness and Being within the institutional aesthetic discourse and for
the Black students who must interpret it to succeed. As mentioned in the findings chapter, Black
(in)visibility was continually displayed within the branded student success that developed as part
of the school's image. The student-generated data also corroborated this (in)visibility as they
made meaning of the institutional student success discourse and found themselves missing from
spaces that were considered academic such as the library, science center, business school, or law
school.
While it is true that Georgia State University has been ranked first amongst not-for-profit
colleges in graduating African American students (Jones, 2018), it begs the question, how the
success of Black students might be impacted if they embraced Blackness and Being as a contributor to that success. More importantly, how would that student success be changed by incorporating definitions of student success that are authentic to Black students, their families, and communities. Georgia State University's student demographics show that the school population is
38% Black (IPEDS, 2020). Still, the institution has made no effort to engage or include Black
students in establishing metrics or definitions of student success. This lack of engagement and
inclusion also extends to how images of Black students promote the current narrative of student
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success with little to no regard for how Black students' want to see themselves or how this depiction of Blackness impacts Black undergraduate students' experience and as a result their success.
Campt (2012) alerts us to the "affective salience of photographs as critical sites of cultural production" (p. 20), which aligns with theorizing in social semiotics and CDA, and which regards
this multimodal discourse as a deliberate action to enact institutional power through a specifically curated discourse of student success. In this instance, the university is enacting an aesthetic
discourse, in alignment with their student success policies and practices, that deliberately disregards the perspectives of Black students yet strives to obtain consent and acquiescence from
them to continue this hegemonic narrative of student success.
Black fungibility was another aspect of the branded image of student success that
emerged in the analysis. Images of Black students were visible when aligned with the university's narrative of student success but (in)visible when incongruent with the institution's future
goals. In this way, the university always held power to shape and re-shape the narrative to their
benefit. In the case of the contest for students returning to campus, this fungibility was reflected
in the invitation for students to submit a funny video of themselves returning to campus for a
prize of $400. In that call to students the university is asking them to perform contentment, excitement, and perhaps consent to the re-opening of the dorms during a global pandemic. Through
the neoliberal rationale that has and continues to shape student success, other schools may see
this kind of branding and the resulting funding associated with its supposed success as the best
way to support Black students. However, to return to the question presented at the introduction
of this study, what is the right kind of education for Black students? For Woodson (1933), this
type of education ensures that Black students would be an advantage rather than a disadvantage
to their race as they earn an education that promotes social and cultural consciousness. Wynter
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builds on the type of education Black student need following the Rodney King's beating in 1992
questioning,
. . .with a system of education whose scholarly curriculum not only served to strongly demotivate Black students and to lead to their dropping out, but which also socialized white
students to be lynchers (and policemen-beaters) of black Americans when they become
adults? (p. 15)

Now almost 30 years later, education researchers are still questioning the impacts that anti-Black
curriculums (implicit or explicit) have on Black students’ educational success and well-being
(Dumas, 2018; 2016; 2014; McKittrick, Hudson, & McKittrick (2014).

Student Success for Whom? Black Students
The findings of this study revealed that Black undergraduate students do, in fact, have their
own perspectives of student success that inform how they make meaning of existing discourses
of student success and define student success for themselves. The student-generated data implied
that Black students had their own Black aesthetic of student success that more often centered
Blackness as joyful, authentic, persevering, and community-oriented. This Black aesthetic of student success was illustrated through the images students presented in response to assignment
prompts to define student success as well as their reactions to the institution’s aesthetic depictions of student success. This Black student aesthetic of student success encompassed the values
and characteristics of successful students and the inter- and intra-relationships that inform the
function of Blackness and Being for them in this higher education space. Participants’ conceptions of student success included institutional markers of success such as graduation and career
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but also centered around less individualistic contributors to success. Characteristics such as community, mindfulness, balance, and connection were seminal to their Black aesthetic. Conversely,
the institution's definition of student success employed Blackness as a fungible object to meet the
specific aims of branding, thereby supporting the existing narrative that the university is achieving student success for Black students because they are graduating in record numbers.
The findings of the first research question regarding how Blackness and Being function aesthetically in the student success policies and practices of Georgia State University suggested that
the institution and the Black students in the study defined student success differently. Black students participating in the study cultivated this Black aesthetic of student success from the photo
voice and photo-elicitation assignments they submitted. The responses students submitted centered motivation, persistence, being goal oriented, community, authenticity, and mindfulness as
contributors to their definitions of student success.
Black students participating in the study cultivated their Black aesthetic of student success from
the photovoice and photo-elicitation assignments that they submitted, resulting in an intertextual
communication of the values that comprised student success from their perspectives. This finding reflected in both the institutional and student-generated data makes the case for more interrogation into both the affect and effect and affect of images evoked in policy implementation and
analysis. As students reflected on student success through their assignments, the affect evidenced
by their reactions to the images provided by them or the institution made it clear that the aesthetic discourse that took place could be as crucial to their success as curriculum or written policies and practices. Even when the images appeared as completely abstract metaphors (a pineapple), the findings illustrate that students were developing or had already developed an intertextual literacy that also lent itself to interpreting Blackness and Being as a function of this aesthetic
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discourse. Like the Black freedom movements preceding 2020, the words that Black undergraduate students used to describe student success prioritized concepts and qualities that have been traditionally associated with Blackness and Being in Afrofuturism (Anderson, 2016).
Implications & Future Research
Implications of this research have the potential to be far reaching regarding postsecondary policy development and implementation of student success policies and practices, research
on student definitions and experiences of student success, contribution to the literature on student
success broadly, and the proposal of a Black aesthetics Critical Policy Analysis. The aesthetic
analysis conducted in this study highlights the discourse that lies beneath the visual depictions of
student success from both the institutional and student perspectives. As revealed in this study,
there is reason to literally look beyond what we see on the surface when we examine the branding of student success and make meaning of the aesthetic work that the policies and practices enact on the lives of the students who must navigate them. Through this inquiry I assert that a
Black aesthetic critical discourse analysis allows for scholars to look beyond the visual toward
the affect and effects that these visual representations of these policies and practices evoke.
Postsecondary Policy Development
The implications for policy development extend beyond the setting of this study. As a national example for undergraduate student success and Black undergraduate student success specifically, the findings of this study have the capacity to inform the way all colleges and universities educating Black undergraduate students (and perhaps graduate students) aesthetically communicate student success via policies and practices. As policies within higher education continue
to evolve according to the neoliberal rationale that has perpetuated performance-based funding
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and other related policy shifts such as the change in focus from enrollment to graduation and retention as metrics of success, it is imperative that education researchers take critically investigate
the aesthetics of these shifts. As Black undergraduate students graduate at greater numbers, it remains unclear if their education is what Woodson characterizes as “of the wrong kind” (1933).
Further research should be undertaken to investigate how policy actors and invested stakeholders
create and enact policies around student success that may actually preclude rather than promote
the success of a segment of their student body. In the case of the institution at the center of this
study, a large segment of the student population was erased from the institutional narrative of
success unless it directly benefited the aims of the institution in reaching the established metrics
of success. This approach may be alienating students and creating barriers to their conceptions of
success in favor of institutional success. Where students in the study valued authenticity, joy, and
relatability as important aspects of their success, the university seemed to prioritize hypothetical
employability, earning potential, and graduation as markers of success. In some cases, this could
position student-defined success in opposition to the institution-defined success narrative making
it more difficult for Black students to matriculate and graduate with a feeling of genuine success.
This research and the findings beg the question: Who is responsible for this aesthetic discourse? However, accountability would be a better entry point into any constructive conversations regarding next steps. The purpose of this study is not to produce a universally applicable or
generalizable manual for colleges and universities to apply as a one-size-fits-all solution. Instead,
I would propose that this research presents an opportunity to re-envision both accountability and
aesthetic discourses differently. As a national and possibly global model for student success,
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Georgia State University does have extensive influence in shaping the aesthetic discourse of student success. With that influence also comes the responsibility not to inflict further harm or violence on students who are seeking an education.
Black Aesthetics Critical Policy Analysis
The proposal for a Black aesthetics Critical Policy Analysis as a method naturally
evolved from this black aesthetics critical discourse analysis as a logical next step. Where this
critical discourse analysis identifies and examines the underlying discourse that exists within the
institutional visual branding of student success, a Black aesthetics Critical Policy Analysis allows for further examination of how policies, more broadly, communicate the function of Blackness and Being via the polices that are developed and implemented. In using Black aesthetics as
a lens to critically analyze these policies it may become clearer that the aesthetics are evident in
not only the communication of the policies but also in what students see when these policies are
implemented and enforced. For example, when Black undergraduate students in this study interpreted institutional images of student success through the class assignments, it was clear that the
participants understood that the Blackness and Being functioned differently in the images that
the institution presented versus the images that they chose to represent Black student success. If
the enactment policies are paired with visual communication (images around the physical school
buildings or website) that corroborate the lack of care and inclusion of Black students in the
school’s vision and mission, then Black students may interpret that as no possibility for them to
ever choose or consent to meeting that standard. As Moten (2015) outlines in his work on consent, society contains Blackness and Being in ways that remove consent from the equation in
which choices can be made to result in a chosen outcome. A Black aesthetics Policy Analysis
would facilitate a method of policy analysis that can critique policies that vilify Blackness at
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worse and erase it from sight at best, which challenge the capacity for consent and autonomy
among Black people.
Recommendations
Afrofuturism as a way forward presents ways to look toward Black ways of knowing and
being that need not be re-invented but rather re-membered or re-collected (Anderson, 2016). As
the aesthetic discourse of this study suggests, although Blackness and Being has often been defined by its exclusion of Blackness and Black people from cultural, social, and political belonging within systems, Black people have and continue to challenge this exclusion through the reclamation of their heritage and the carving out of their own affirming spaces (Sharpe, 2016). Afrofuturism offers Black scholars and artists a framework to build on traditions of counter
memory thereby balancing the past with theorizing Black futures (Eshun, 2003). Recommendations as a result of the findings fall into three categories:1) colleges and universities need to consider the aesthetic function of Blackness and Being within their branding, 2) Black students
should be integral to the conceptualization student success for policy development and implementation, and 3) education researchers and education as a discipline should further examine
how Black aesthetics informs and impacts Black students’ educational experiences.
The first recommendation that emerged is that colleges and universities must consider
how Blackness and Being function within their branding, especially as it pertains to student success. As higher education continues to respond to the changes in policy in response to neoliberal
rationale, schools must also contend with navigating the balance between the will of policymakers and the students that they serve. Higher Education will have to be more transparent about the
choices that they make regarding the images that they use for their branding. Currently, many
post-secondary schools give the impression that the images that they choose to use are generic or
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benign, but the truth is that branding has become a line item in many higher education budgets
due to the constraints that performance-based funding has introduced (Lipman, 2011; Hillman,
2016). As schools aim to attract more students and retain them to meet their graduation metrics,
they have expanded their engagement to reach students who are more attuned to images than text
(Chadwick, 2006). For institutions like Georgia State University these considerations extend to
orienting the branding of student success to fully integrate Blackness and Being rather than treating it as a fungible commodity that can be called upon when they need to sell students and their
families on enrollment. Afrofuturism could be instrumental in directing institutions toward depictions of how Blackness and Being can function aesthetically. By partnering with students,
scholars of Black aesthetics and Afrofuturism, and artists institutions could attune their branding
and their mission to supporting the kind of education that Black students need.
In any marketing or communications-related campaigns it is likely that they are tasked
with reproducing the vision of the executive leadership of the institution. As such, in most cases
they will have the final say regarding the aims of student success and the resulting aesthetic discourse. However, if faculty, staff, and students are serving on committees and task forces for
strategic planning, re-branding, or Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) initiatives, that is an
opportunity to demand more from the university in how they represent student success. Each of
these areas are examples of potential opportunities to interrogate how Blackness and Being functions aesthetically within student success discourses. Although strategic planning committees
and participation on them may be more mandatory than voluntary, they still present an opportunity to hold colleges and universities to a higher standard in how they depict Blackness and Being aesthetically. This could be reflected in who is represented on these committees, how much
influence and power they are afforded to impact policy, and the time and intentionality attributed
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to the process. For example, institutions can integrate student perspectives into the process of
goal setting and branding associated with the strategic planning using photo elicitation and photovoice as methods. Much like in communications and marketing, there can also be integrated
evaluation and assessment of the aesthetic discourses that are developed.
Similarly, the re-branding that usually follows strategic planning is another entry point
into interrogating the aesthetic function of Blackness and Being. With more intentionality
throughout the strategic planning process, it may be possible to bring that work into the actual
branding process. This is not to imply that this will end in a seamless solution but rather it could
bring the function of Blackness and Being to the fore which could in turn provide data that informs calls for more accountability in how schools employ Blackness and Being as harmful rather than empowering.
The last example, Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) could also serve as a vehicle to
interrogating student success through a Black aesthetics lens. Traditionally, DEI has been confined to an office, administrator, or task force specializing in speaking to and organizing around
issues of diversity, equity, and inclusion. This could be an opportunity to think more holistically
about accountability. Instead of treating these issues as something that can be addressed in silos,
it could be more beneficial to integrate equitable and inclusive approaches to every aspect of not
only operations but branding as well. By bringing equity and inclusion into branding with accountability to a community of students there could be a chance to construct an aesthetic discourse of student success that integrates Black students’ definitions of success rather than requiring that they abandon their culture and beliefs to succeed.
The second recommendation, that Black students should be integral to the conceptualization student success for policy development and implementation, stemmed from the analysis of
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the student-generated data. A Black aesthetics lens turned toward this CMDA study revealed that
the lack of inclusion of Black students’ perspectives on student success led to the promotion of
imagery that excluded them from the school’s narrative discourse of student success. As students
articulated, there were multiple academic spaces on campus where Blackness was explicitly absent. If students are going to believe that they can achieve success and graduate in all areas, seeing themselves in those spaces could improve their chances. Even in situations where success is
not yet a reality, Afrofuturism encourages us to will that future into existence as if it were
(Eshun, 2003). Although postsecondary institutions expend a wealth of resources and energy to
get students in the door, they also need to consider how the aesthetics of student success policies
when shaped by the students, could lead to greater success when it comes to policy development
and implementation. Afrofuturism also lends itself to conceptualizing student success policies
and practices because it assumes rather than questions whether Black people and Blackness can
imagine a future for themselves and itself.
Afrofuturism may also present a form reconciliation for students who realize the fungibility and (in)visibility of Blackness and Being within their institution’s aesthetic discourse of student success. As students make meaning of the institution’s aesthetic discourse and come to understand how those ideologies might have overshadowed their own, Afrofuturism can serve as a
reminder of how to return to their inherited knowledge. As Afrofuturism reminds Black diasporic
people of the inherit value within Blackness and Being, it can offer a boundless imagining of
success that is not truncated by ideologies external to their Black communities. This re-envisioning could take the form of workshops with students to expound on their initial meaning making
around student success and build on that by creating space for students to present counter-hegemonic definitions of success back to the institution. Those counter-hegemonic definitions can
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then be leveraged by students as a starting point for accountability from their school to answer
for how their student success policies and practices employ Blackness and Being. Furthermore,
students can express the need to have their perspectives integrated into any future iterations of
that aesthetic discourse.
The final recommendation is that education as a discipline and researchers within it
should further examine how Black aesthetics informs and impacts Black students’ educational
experiences. If the goal of education as a discipline is to support the education of students there
should also be more research that examines how curriculum, policies and practices within educational settings communicate the function of Blackness and Being within those spaces. From kindergarten to postsecondary education there are many instances where images are used to educate
students about who they should become. Anderson (2016) points out the ubiquity of digital communication through technology in the expression of Afrofuturism, or as he defines it, Afrofuturism 2.0. Taking into account our current reality, Afrofuturism has continued to evolve to fulfill
the same call of Black aesthetics, the Black Art Movement, and other historical forms of resistance. As Dumas (2016) stated in his critique of educational policy, anti-Blackness must be
assumed and as such black aesthetics must be employed to frame how that anti-Blackness takes
shape visually. To have even a small impact on mitigating the violence that Black students continually experience at the hands of education, researchers have to be willing to call out the inherent harm through anti-Blackness and call upon frameworks that will make that violence more
visible.
Conclusions
In summary, this Black aesthetics-informed critical multimodal discourse analysis of an
aesthetic student success policy discourse is an important contribution to the existing research on
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student success, the critical analysis of the aesthetics of policy discourses, and Black students’
definitions of student success. This project is the first Black-aesthetics informed multimodal discourse analysis study of student success in a higher education context. Additionally, no published study to date has examined how Black students aesthetically define student success, the
function of Blackness and being within that aesthetic discourse of student success and the impact
on Black students’ as they make meaning of that discourse, or how Black students define and
aesthetically construct student success for themselves. As a result, this analysis informs not only
Georgia State University but all colleges and universities that must navigate the neoliberal constraints of performance-based funding and other student success measures that have been established within higher education. This study also offers researchers, policy actors, and institutions a
way to assess their support of Black undergraduate students as they establish and implement student success policies and practices. Finally, this research has the capacity to change the way
Black students experience student success policies and practices by considering how they define
success and integrating those definitions into policies and practices.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A
Autoethnographic Reflections
My experiences as a graduate research assistant, as an undergraduate instructor, and as a
student, have shaped the beliefs and assumptions that I hold about Black students’ education and
student success. As a Black woman who is currently a student, these are issues that were salient
for me as I continue to navigate through my education and think about success as both a student
and educator. Much like the students that I teach that are pre-service teachers, I’m aware of the
educational challenges of the students that I teach as well as the ones that I encounter. One experience that relates to both my education and success as a student is navigating the financial
constraints while attempting to remain focused on the other standards of a successful graduate
student (publications, conferences, degree matriculation, networking, internships, etc.).
The research experiences that have brought me to my personal theories include my role
as a graduate research assistant for an APLU-funded project on social justice and student success. Studying student success and social justice with students and community members shaped
my views on what student success research should look like and who it should include. This
process was also integral to my understanding of what kind of education Black students need
and want. That experience was the first time that I had the opportunity to think about who
should be making policies that impact the education and success of Black students.
My experiences working in positions in the office of Enrollment Management and Student Success as well as in the Natural Sciences department on an NSF-funded S-STEM grant
have taught me more about student success and education in ways that have expanded my perspective. Having the added context of institutional perspectives from different areas has helped
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me to theorize about the challenges and successes of Black students’ educational experiences as
well as what they think could have improved their experiences as students. These different experiences illustrated the differing approaches that institutional offices are taking to support underrepresented students across the campus.
Last semester, I had an opportunity to look at students’ work as a way of understanding
more about their ideas around student success. I have taught this gatekeeping course for several
years that emphasizes critical thinking about the duality of experience as a student and teacher
simultaneously and how student success fits into that conversation on both levels. While the
prompts (Appendix B) that students completed offered some insight, it was also clear that this
was not an issue that they had been asked or had experience talking about. The assignments
were one way to start thinking about how to bring students into these conversations and the best
ways to engage them around these topics.
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Appendix B
Protocol for Class Assignments

Assignments

Prompts

Introduction
Essay

As a pre-service teacher, you are in the unique position of being both student and educator simultaneously.

Class (POF
Intro- 1/27)

Write a 1-2-page response describing what it means, to you, to be a successful student
in college, what it means to be a good teacher and how those two influence your idea
of what a successful teacher looks like. In order to receive full credit, please answer
each part of the prompt.
● what it means to you to be a successful student in college
● what it means to be a good teacher
● what a successful teacher looks like
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Success Looks
Like Gallery
Walk

Class (Talk to
Teachers- 2/10)

Now that we have finished reading Paulo Freire's Pedagogy of Freedom which outlines his philosophy of teaching and what a successful student and teacher look like.
Take or choose a picture (or pictures) of student success from your perspective and
post here.
Think about how you would define success and take or choose a picture of something
that represents that to you.
• How do you think about what it means for you to be a successful college student?
• When you think about what you want to accomplish as a student to feel like
you have been successful, what comes to mind?
Be prepared to share why you chose the image you shared and what it means to you.
Gallery Walk
I will print out (with your permission) the images that you submitted for the “Success
Looks Like… assignment. They will be posted around the classroom as a Gallery for
the class.
Instructions:
Take about 10 minutes to walk around and observe the images on the walls of the
room. Please take this time to engage in a silent critical discussion. Use the markers/sticky notes to write your responses to what you read/see. You may also choose to
pose questions or respond to a question posed by someone else.
How do these images S.I.T. with you? What do you find to be:
S-Surprising
I-Intriguing
T-Troubling
After the 10 minutes has ended, we will discuss the responses as a class.
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Diversity on
Tour

Tour
As a class we will take a tour of Georgia State. As you are on the tour take notes on
what you notice. Below are a few questions for you consider as you are on the tour:
• Take photos of anything you find interesting or significant as you are on the
Class (Teaching
tour
Diverse
Students- 3/9)
• When do you see people that you identify with in the images you encounter
throughout the tour? When are they absent?
• What is it important for students to see on a tour of a school when they are deciding if they want to attend?
• Do you think any of these observations contribute to students’ success at the
school? Why or why not?
Response
Write a short response answering the questions above and sharing other observations
that you made while on the tour that related to the chapter in the textbook, Teaching
Your Diverse students. If you took any photos while on the tour, please upload those
as well.
The Personal is Response
Political
Share a picture or image that you feel represents your most authentic self and write a
short response with the following questions in mind:
• What made you choose this image?
• What does it mean to show up as your authentic self?
• What aspects of your personal identity impact your views on education?
Class (Ethics• How does this tie into your thinking about success as a student and teacher?
3/23)

Course
Reflection
Essay

Class (Course
Wrap-up- 4/27)

At the beginning of the semester, you wrote about how you understood your unique
position of being both student and educator. Have your thoughts changed over the
course of the semester? Write a 1-2-page response describing how your thinking has
evolved or remained the same over the course of the semester regarding:
● what it means to you to be a successful student in college
● what it means to be a good teacher
● what a successful teacher looks like
In order to receive full credit, please answer each part of the prompt.

